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Writing Acr.oss the Curriculum director Bergmann wins writing award 
Keith Missey 
Staff Writer 
The Women's Caucus for the Mod-
em Languages awarded the 1996 Flo-
rence Howe Award to Dr, Linda 
Bergmann, director of the Writing 
Across the Curriculum Program at 
UMR. The award is given annually to 
papers involving feminist works. 
Bergmann's paper, "Widows, 
Hacks and Biographers: The Voice of ' 
Professionalism in Elizabeth Agassiz's 
'Louis Agassiz: His Life and 
Correspondance, ,,' took an in depth 
look at the 19th century female biogra-
pher, Elizabeth Agassiz. Bergmann 's 
paper will also be published in "a/b: 
AutolBiography Studies." 
Bergmann began to explain her 
paper by first saying Elizabeth Agassiz 
was married to Louis Agassiz. one of 
the flrst professional American scien-
tists. "Louis Agassiz was instrumental 
in turning science from a hobby into a 
paying professio n in the 1800s," 
Bergmann stated, When Mr. Agassiz 
died, Mis: Agassiz wrote a biography 
about her husband. 
By comparing what Mr. Agassiz 
wrote in his own notes and the notes of 
Mrs. Agassiz, Bergmann discovered 
that "the biography includes only things 
in Louis ' professional life. Elizabeth 
doesn't distort·his life, but she leaves 
out a lot of the personal things." 
Bergmann claims that this indicates 
the stature of professionalism that not 
only Mr. Agassiz achieved but Mrs. 
Agassiz achieved as well. 
"Professionalism was not only go-
ing on in science,but literature and the 
related arts as well. At a time when 
widows and hacks (paid third party 
biographers) were being distinguished 
from the work of professional biogra-
phers. Elizabeth put herself on the pro-
fessional side of that divide," Bergmann 
explained. She continued, "That was 
basically my thesis: Elizabeth shaped 
Louis' biography as the life of a profes-
sional scientist written by a profes-
sional biographer." 
Bergmann said she was very pleased 
with the award "I worked on the paper 
for three to four years. I went to 
libraries at Harvard where the material 
w,\s strung out over three different 
libraries, It feels good to belecognized 
for something that took such hald 
work." 
Bergmann learned about the 
Agassiis tlmiugh her main interest of 
the popularization of science in the 
19th century. Through her research, 
she learned a great de.al about both of 
the Agassizs. "Many people don't 
think of Louis Agassiz as a great scien-
tist, but during the 1850s and 1/!60s, he 
was one of the top and best known 
scientists in America. Henry David 
. Thoreau was sending him specimens." 
"Elizabeth Agassiz has to be the 
most underknown woman of the 19th 
century. Besides being a biographer, 
she was the flrst founder and president 
of Radcliffe College in 1885." 
The Florence Howe Award was 
presented to Bergmann during the 
Modem LanguageAssociationconven-
tion in December in Washington, 
Bergmann earned a bachelor's degree 
in English from Oberlin College in 
1972, and a master's and Ph.D degrees 
in English and American Literature 
from the University of Chicago. She 
joined the UMR faculty in 1996. 
Juett" SUttwtInd 
Dr. Linda Bergmann, director of UMR's Writing Across 
the Curriculum program and recent winner of the 
Florence Howe Award. 
ASUM sponsors speaker, Lobby Day 
NlcoleWiley 
Staff Writer 
On Thursday February 13, The As· 
sociated Students of University ofMis-. 
souri (ASUM) sponsored a dinner at 
. the UeE Missouri Room. The dinner 
featured University of Missouri Sys-
tem lobbyist Jim Snyder. Snyder spoke 
about several issues concerning Mis-
souri college students. 
. One issue dealt with the Hancock 
Amendment to the Missouri Constitu-
tion. This amendment put a limit on 
the state 's income. Since Missouri's 
income is higher than this limit, a large 
sum of taxpayer's m.oney must .be re-
funded in some way. 
Two proposals for giving this money 
back include the "Challenge Scholar-
ship", introduced by Governor 
Carnahan, and a reduction of three 
cents of the Missouri state tax on food 
items. 
The Challenge Scholarship involves 
a tax credit . 9n tuition for Missouri 
taxpaying students and parents. The 
credit varies in value from $500 the 
flrst year of college to $1000 the second 
year. According to Snyder, these pro-
posals, if passed, will "Reduce the 
state's income and target it on some-
thing with a good purpose. They will 
help out people who have a greater 
burden." 
Snyder also spoke briefly about the 
Student Curator Bill and the Faculty 
Curator Bill. These bills are concerned 
with allowing student representatives 
and faculty to sit in on closed sessions 
of the Missouri House and Senate. 
After the question and answer ses-
sion, Snyder encouraged students to 
contact their state representatives and 
senators in order to inform the Legisla-
see ASUM, page 17 
~ -----------------
.. 
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UMR participates in land mine research 
Mat Rogers 
Staff Writer 
Around the world, 62 nations are 
threatened by 85-105 million uncleared 
land mines. These mines kill or maim 
10,000-100,000 people annually. If 
UMR research succeeds, some of these 
UMR is now the leader of a group 
of five universiti!'S chosen by the De-
partment of Defense to conduct re-
search to develop methods of detecting 
and neutralizing concealed land mines. 
This 5 million dollar, five year project 
is led by UMR's Intelligent Systems 
Center. 
The other groups involved are the 
UniversityofMissouri-Columbia, Uni-
versityofKansas' Remote Sensing Cen-
ter, University of Texas at Arlington's 
Wave Scattering Research Center, and 
Carnegie Mellon University 's Field 
Rohotics Center. 
This research group is one of three 
in the nation to receive funding under 
the Multidisciplinary University Re-
search Initiative (MURI). In all, 18 
researchers from the five universities 
will be involved in the research. Gov-
ernment labs will also be involved. 
see Mines, page 17 




versity of Missouri-Rolla' s Division of 
University Advancement, recently an-
nounced Connie Eggert's appointment 
as director of development at the uni-
versity. 
Eggert started her new job on Feb-
ruary I. 1997. Her duties include 
overseeing University of Missouri-
Rolla's fund-raising. especially the 
senior fund-raising staff and the 
phonathonand the corporate and alumni 
research. alumni records and corre-
spondence. 
Eggert began her career in 1984. 
with McDonnell Douglas in SI. Louis; 
after she graduated from University of 
Dlinois at Umana-Champaign with a 
bachelor of science in journalism. Sbe 
started as a technical writer and be-
came a ~enior marketing analyst there 
in 1987. In 1988 she was promoted to 
product manager. 
In 1990EggertleftMcDonnellDou-
glas to become an assistant vice presi-
dent of Corporate Product Manage-
ment for Boatmen's National Bank of 
SI. Louis. Also, in 1990 she finished 
see Eggen, page 17· 
UMR alumnus, inventor establis.hes scholarship 
Keith Missey 
Starr Writer 
A 1 million dollar gift from the 
estate of Dale Irwin Hayes, a UMR 
graduate of 1912, will be used to 
fund scholarships for engineering 
students. The Dale Irwin Hayes 
Scholarship will award $50,000 annu-
ally in scholarships to undergraduate 
engineering students in all of the ma-
jors offered at Rolla. 
During his life. Hayes invented a 
machine that led to the development of 
an entire class of underground mining 
machines known as "Ioad-dump-haul." 
According to Dr. Lee W. Saperstein. 
dean of UMR 's School of Mines and 
Metallurgy, "These machines are used 
in a multitude of underground 
mines and are part of an extremely 
productive mining system that al-
lows underground mines to com-
pete in overall cost with surface 
mines." 
When Hayes died in 1962. his 
wife Edna Caswell Hayes used the 
proceeds from his patent to pro-
see Scholarship, page 17 
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ALL YOU CAN EAT LUNCH SPECIAL 
SALAD + SOUP + STEW 
$4.95 
NIGHTLY SPECIALS: 
WEDNESDA Y / THURSDAY (STEAK NIGHT) .... 
FILET MIGNON-8oz. 
$9.95 
T-BONE - 16 oz. 
$11.95 
FRIDA Y / SATURDAY (SEAFOOD NIGHT) .... 
CRAB LEG DINNER STEAK & SEAFOOD 
$13.95 $13.95 
ALL YOU CAN EAT SEAFOOD 






































School spirit in the stands 
Dear Editor, 
To quote the FebrulU)' 12, 1997 editorial: "University of Missouri-Rolla sporting events could be a tremendous 
experience for !be students ofUMR, the community, as well as athletes and coaches. But sadly, something is oftenmissing:" 
.... CROWDNOlSE!!!!!!!!! 
Never in my life have I witnessed a more apathetic student section. Even at myoId high school, where most kids only 
came to the game bec.ause it was !be only thing to do before the dance, students were louder and more involved. College 
athletics is all about loyalty, rivalry, dynasties. and home court advantage. Places like Allen Fieldhouse, Cameron Indoor 
Stadium, and !be Hearnes Center' come to mind. These are !be places opposing teams fear because the crowd can be 
unbearable at times. Sportsmanship has its place, and I'll concede that the Harris-Stowe incident was nothing to laugh at, 
but let's throw sportsmanship out the window when we have a good opportunity to rattIe !be other team! 
Do you think the Antlers up at Mizzou sit on their hands when the ref completely blpws a call? Or when the other team's 
superstar shoots an airba1l? Of course not! The whole point of home court advantage is to create an atmosphere where !be 
other team cartIlOt operate. In Buffalo, the crowd at Rich Stadium is called !be "12th Man", not because the o!berteam enjoys 
their hospitality, but because if it's 4th and inches and Buffalo is on defense, the noise is so deafening that the opponents 
can't even call a play. That's the beauty of !be home court and. a majority of our fans are squandering our privilege as home 
team. At the end of last season, Coach Martin called us .. the best 6ih man in the MIAA." This year I think our crowd fails 
miserably in living up to that title. 
With the exception of the Cheerleaders. Gold Miners, Pep Band, baseball team, and CCF, most students sit quietly, as 
if they were raised on a healthy diet of golf and full-contact chess. Honestly, I think our librlU)' is louder than the Gale 
Bullman Multi-Purpose Building. It takes something like a dunk or a technical foul to bring the crowd to its feet, and even 
then they sit down after a few seconds. Even though we have a small campus, we have a small arena that should be easy 
to flil up with noise. I know last year at tournament time, we had that place about to erupt. That's what kind of noise loyal, 
diehard fans should be able to produce during the whole season, not just when we're in the post-season tournaments. For 
example, Duke wasn't exactly a powerhouse !be past couple seasons. yet they still have students camping out jusi to get 
tickets. And once game time comes, you would think they were playing for a National Championship every night. 
As far as commenting on calls by an official or play of an opposing player, I think if !be crowd were louder as a whole, 
Mr. 'Erdman wouldn't have to worry. The yelling, taunting, etc. would be so jumbled and loud thatI'm sure we wouldn't 
hurt anyone's feelings. Who cares anyway? The Miners and Lady Miners don't get points for having the nicest crowd in 
the MIAA. They get points if we get behind them every game and maybe cause the other team to miss a free throw, make 
a turnover, or l!elp the Miners get pumped up for a big defensive stop. I think if we quit worrying wllat the other team or 
the refs think of us and just start standing up a little bit and going nuts. we would feel a lot bener. 
Jeff Dingrando 
~ ......... ~-------------------
Optional traffic laws? 
jfn uiitorial6y Copy Mtl1ll1IJtr!lQJan SfIilwgo 
Does it ever drive you crazy when someone turns immediately in froin of 
you with out using their tum signal and you have to slam on your breaks in 
sheer panic. This happens to me on a regular basis here in Rolla, but to make 
things worse, I ride a bike everywhere I go most days. It gets on my nerves 
when a person passes me on my right side and then makes an abrupt left on 
to a side street with out the use of tum signals. The person behind them must 
be really annoyed, but I can get flat out scared knowing if I had been going 
any'faster, I would have hit !bem. I don't know about anyone else who rides 
a bike, but the thought of hitting a car while I am on a bike is not a happy 
thou~t. I think it would be an excellent idea if the Rolla police would write 
tickets to these people who do not use their tum signals. However, I am fairly 
sure they will nOL Last week I saw an officer in uniform who make a right tum 
with out a tum signal. I tl\ought maybe the tum ~ignal has become obsolete. 
Last summer when I was moving into my house I went to !be local 
insurance agents to see if it would be cheaper to switch my policy to Rolla 
instead of my hometown in Illinois. I currently feel I pay a fortune to insure 
my little car. The agent asked if I would have a good student discount, I said 
yes, then she quoted me a price. After I fmished choalcing, the insurance lady 
checked the information then confumed that it would cost me 5600 per year 
more than I am paying right now. When questioned to a possibility of the 
extreme jump she informed me that there are more accidents in RoUa than 
there are where I am from in Illinois. Maybe the tum signal should not be 
obsolete. Maybe if people would obey the traffic laws instead of being absent 
minded and in a hurry the streets would be a much safer place. In Indianapolis, 
IN there are signs placed at all traffic lights warning that the lights are 
delayed. If people would stop when the light turned red or used their tum 
signals when turning, the streets would be a much safer and cheaper place to 
drive. 
ryour FREE C ec 'ng! 
A Mid Missouri Credit Union 
Basic Checking has 
NO MJNIMUM BALANCE and 
NO'MON1HLY SERVICE 
CHARGE! 
S.top paying those fees by 
openi~g a Mid Missouri Credit 
Union checking today! 
• • ~CMISSCURI REOIT UNION 
910 Pine Street, Rolla 
(573) 364-6936 
Bldg. 494, Fort Leonard Wood 
(573) 329-3151 @ L£NOER 
-THE -PROFESSIONAL- JOy SUlliVAN, Owner/Stylist 
HAIR 
~'. 
. TElEPt10NE: ·341-3800 .. 
• Walk-Ins Welcome 
• Student Discounta 
708 N. Bishop Suite 2 
' . ___ .. (~OomillPS P.Iua) 
'f::: • 
i~n _ r 
aa 
" 
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12th & PINE 364-3311 
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS 
20 Days Until 
St. Pat's Party!!! 
February 21,1997 
3-6 PM 
THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT 
WE CATER TO UMR 
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GAMES 'l' . 
MUSIC 
Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's 
F.A.DJ:OUS BUR.R.Xwros 
11:30-2:00 
This is Pete's office .... ~ 
(There's no room for a copier 
or a fax. So he uses ours.) 
With full service mailboxes':' copying, faxing, complete packing 
& shipping services and more, Mail Boxes Etc~ has 'almost every-
thing you need to run a small business. Even if it is out of a plane. 
For the MBE Center nearest you, contact us at 1-800-789-4MBE 
or www.mbe.com. 
II· MAILOOXESETC~' 
IT' S NOT WHAT W E DO. 
IT'S HOW WE DO IT.'" 
Southside Shoppers World 
1028 S, Hwy 63, Rolla 
36.4-0006 Fax 364-0007 
Hours: 9-6 M-F 9-1 Sat. 
r; :o~H7 F;;E - -. I Mailbolt Service:. Gel 3 months FREE wil h I 
purch:ue: of 3 months. New customers only. 
I Limil one coupo.n per c\~s(O~C
f p~r visiL This I 
c lTer is no! good In combmatlon wuh any ocher 
offer. V:'Ilid :n Ihis :md p:micip.uing locuions . 
• Restrictions :apply. O ffu c.xpirts : .J 
.. - ~~---
~ $2.00 Discount with this coupon. f5- Gail Brandle ., Cosmetologist 364-9569 1807 N, Bishop HAIl""'" Walk-Ins Welcome , 
Only one coupon per visit. NO( valid with other promotions. 
• 
If you don't stop"your friend from driving drunk, who wi1J7 Do whatever il lakes. 
Ii il 1@'}i) ,Waj!jjiill@'}i) ')ill')j ,lj!iW:1 
NO RUNNING 
Neuromuscular disease can say 
no running, walking - even 
brea/hlng. Help MDA help people. 
'MDIIr 
MUleul., Oyrirophy Alsocl.llon 
1-800-572-1717 
People Help MDA. .. lJecause MDA helps people. 
Wednesday, February 19, 1997 
With the high cost of education these days, 
it can be difficultlo get all those "campers" 
through college. PCB 'is here to help by 
o!fering a variety of student loans. With low 
interest rates and flexible payment tenns, 
Phelps County Bank is ready lo help keep 
your fInancial tent on solid ground. 
E PhelPS • • County Bank 
II'If~bri.·ll'llll'lbtrFDIC 
8th & Pine' Roll. 
S. JeHerson · St James 
364·5202 
TUDENT LOANS PARENT LOAN PROGRAM SUPPLEMENTAL LOANS FOR STUDENTS STUDENT LOAN
S PARENT LOAN PRO 
SUMMER ·SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE 
ON THEIR WAY TO THE ITOP' 
If you didn't sign up for 
ROTC as a freshman or 
for a $4,000 scholarship 
and advanced officer 
sophomore, you can still training when you return 
catch up this summer by to campus in the fall. 
attending Army ROTC You'll also have the 
Camp Challenge, a paid self-confidence and 
'ix-week ,o~,e in i """pline you need 
leadership. Apply to succeed in college 
now. You may qualify and beyond. 
!l'ilUiii! . 
ARMY ROTC . 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
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• Jimbob 
~ Music Reviewer 
okay though, as long as it doesn ' t suck 
and does the guy justice, so be it. 
One more note before I get on with 
the reviews and concert listing. Re-
member at the Open Hand there will be 
a 'SKA-A-RAMA show going on Feb-
Okay Peoples, last week was ruary 20-22. So be sure to check it out 
Valentine's Day and I am sure that if you got the time; it will be a slam min 
everyone sent out their Iii' message of - good time. Sooo without further a-
I love you. You all taking'your sweet- doo-do~ .... 
hearts out for dinner, buying them 
flowers, candy, and little thoughtful 
gifts like pens (God, where do people 
come up with ide~ like this?) I have to 
say, I would appreciate the thought, but 
I really can't see giving someone a 
Valentine pen. Say Honey; I love you 
so much that I got you this new 
clickable Bic. Getting them music, 
now that's something that you really 
catj' t go 'wrong getting. It's fairly 
cheap, lasts a hell of a lot longer then 
flowers, and it can , be borrowed 
back .. . heh. 
In case you all haven't nOticed, the 
concert listing is getting bigger, and 
covering a bit more variety. I know' 
now tharnot evetyone listens to Alter-
native rock so I will be including re-
views ofR&B, Jazz and Blues within 
the next couple of issues. I recently 
acquired some new and interesting 
stuff that I am sure all of you would be 
interested in hearing about. Has any-
one else noticed the amount of tribute 
albums coming in lately? I swear. ev-
eryene is dedicating a song so some 
deceased or' nearly so' musician. Tis 
~ ..... --.. -------------------









The second release from Fragile, 
Pros/bidden, may have been released 
early last year but has.been a backbone 
for Fragile's touring success. Headlin-
ing at a majority of St Louis's ?fernier 
clubs has helped this band teach the 
prestigious level that fonner counter-
parts like the Urge-have done. 
Fragile incorporates a limited four 
member group consisting of frontman 
Scott Randall, drummer Mark' Heinz, 
lead guitarist Tim O'Saben and bassist 
Dave Winkeler. Like most bands that 
make it big, each member plays at) 
intricate role in the development of 
lyrics. music and stage performance. 
Scott ·uses his inner energy to ex-
press himself as well as a humorous yet 
"in your face" physical attributes in 
danci!lg and w: arable apparel. (You 
will know what I mean after seeing the 
outfits this guy wears; from neon green 
jumpsuits to polyester 70's suit coats 
and bell-bottoms.) His vocal style in 
my opinion can be described similar to 
that of whining, but the way he does it 
is pretty cool and not annoying . 
. Tim's behavior on lead fits the 
genre of the Dr. JeckyVMc. Hyde type. 
He reeks the unage of being a conser-
vative player but as he gets into the 
music and the show, he turns into a 
taller version of Scon. Tim's style of 
pl~y combines sporadic wailing and 
talent into a system that when played 
by some guitarists would just sound 
like crap. 
Dave appears to be the conserva-
tiveone of the bunch. A combination of 
rock, soul and Bootsy Collins sums up 
his style of play. His showmanship is 
limited, but what he does do orily adds 
to the presence of Fragile_ 
Adrenaline, .anger, power: ego, 
originality and talent make up the play-
ing style of Mark. Coming from a 
fellow drummer, I have yet to see any-
one that whittles wood faster then this 
guy. One would imagine that Mark's 
way of thinking would be "if you don't 
break wood, then you aren't giving 
your all!" It IS interesting to note about 
Mark and his ferocious playing that he 
does playa mean set of drums. The 
. rhythms he comes up with as well as 
the fills are impressive but never to the 
~int that they get out of hand. 
see Music, page 15 
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Fiction: At home appendectomy 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Again, a voice murmured from the 
Scott Mitchell 
Starr Writer 
Again, a voice murmured from the 
depths of his mind: "It is a useless 
organ." He grinned and, despite the 
alcohol-soaked rag in his mouth, 
chuckled aloud. As he pealed away the 
second layer of skin, his teeth clenched 
onto the rag and a grunt escaped from 
his pressed lips. "I don ' t need it"so 
why should it be there?" he questioned 
out loud, despite the fact that no one 
was with him . . He sat alone in his 
musky cellar, with a crude kerosene 
lamp at his side and a rusty scalpel in 
his sweating hand. 
Again, a voice murmured from the 
depths of his mind: "It is a useless 
org'!l1." Possessing no skill and very 
little knowledge, he luckily sliced 
through his thick muscle without sev-
ering a major artery. "Nope, you' re 
right. I don' t need it:" He fin ished his 
incision and removed the muscle, ex-
posing a bloody mass of tissue, veins, 
and bone. "If I had three legs, I would 
rern9ve the extra one no doubt. " 
depths of his ' mind: "It is a useless 
organ." Fingers trembling, his hand 
explored the disgusting mess of human 
flesh. His untrained, ignorant hands 
vainly searched for what was not there. 
''Where is it," he asked aloud, vainly 
searching for his appendix. "I can '\ 
fmd it!" He felt dizzy suddenly. won-
dering where his futile organ was. 
Again, a voice murmured from the 
depths of his mind: "You moron, your 
appendix is not in your leg." At that 
moment he strongly wished he had 
paid more attention in biology. 
••• 
His thoughts were quickly cast 
back to a time long ago. Mr. Nemur 
was his name' - a fat, greasy biology 
teacher. Suddenly, he remembered 
Mr. Nemur' s prophetic words, which 
were uttered over a decade ago: "One 
day you'll De seduced by a salamander! 
That and you need to study harder in 
my biology class." Sadly. Mr. Nemur's 
words rang all too true now, 
A year ago to the day, he had, 
indeed, been seduced by a salamander. 
A t the tim e he re membered Mr. 
. ',see f;rctlon, page 15 
.. 
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A Closer Look: Dr. Eldon ·K. Stanek, E.E. Dept. UMRI 
bypass surgery durmg the past year. and to research mine electrical safety. partrnent. Last year he was honorably he'd consider joming the faculty. Dr. ~t 
41 . K d He says he feels back to normal and In 1980, havmg accepted a posltJon as selected and recognized as a fellow of Stanek relates that he "gave teaching a I - Melame osle I refuses to give up fishing, shooting chamnan of the electrical engmeermg IEEE, the electncal engmeering hon- try and has been doing it ever smce." II Staff Writer pool, playmg bridge and cheermg on department at Michigan Technological ors society. . has been his desire that his studen~ the Chicago Bulls. University, Dr. Stanek and his family Dr. Stanek has entered his thirtieth learn fundamental concepts so thai 
Dr. Stanek received all three of his packed up their things and moved once year as a professor, even though he they may be able to .attack and solv, ~ 
After receiving an enthusiastic rec-
ommendation to interview Dr. Eldon 
K. Stanek, I hurried over to the electri-
cal engineering building to speak with 
him. Upon entering his office, I intro ' 
duced myself and asked if I could fea-
ture him in the next issue of the Mis-
souri Miner. I was so disappointed by 
his response. He said, ''I'm really not 
all that interesting anymore." 
We proceeded with the interview 
anyway, and 40 minutes later I had to 
disagree with his initial s tatement. As 
he revealed so many interesting facts 
about himself during that span of time, 
I found myself scrawling all over my 
interview forms in a desperate attempt 
to keep up with him. 
It is an outstanding .feat for Dr. 
Stanek, the chairman of the electrical 
engineering department, to be up and 
aro und as he is. consideri ng that he had 
both hips replaced and a quadruple 
degrees in electrical engineering at the 
photo courtesy Dr. Stanek 
Dr. Eldon K. Stanek 
Illinois Institute of Technology. 
In 1970. after teaching for IWO 
years al liT, he moved eastward to join 
again. 
After yet another ten years, Dr. 
Stanek was offered the Fred Finley 
distinguished professorship in electri-
cal engineering at UM-Rolla. Upon his 
acceptance, he was also appointed as 
coordinator of the power engineering 
program. 
Dr. Stanek expresses that he 
"wouldn't trade UMR for any of the 
other three" universities he has laught 
aL He feels positive about the quality 
of education received here and is pro)Jd 
of the "top-notch facilities." When 
asked recently to become a candidate 
for the positIOn of dean al a larger 
university, he. declined, reahz ing there 
is no place he would rather be Ihan al 
this institulion. He plans 10 retire from 
UMR. 
In the fall of 1995, Dr. Slanek was 
officially given Ihe posilion of chair-
the fac ulty al West VirgiOla Universny . man in the e lectrlcal e ngineering de-
12 gallons 01 never really intended to teach. Upon practical, real-world problems. 
completion of his graduate work, the .,JIons of blood. 
department chair at lIT had asked if see Stanek, page 15 ~ 10 give Jus 
R~0'5 REVlE'WS: BLCXJ[) S/It1PLE 
• Justin Sutherland 
, Revie":er-al-Large 
Joel and Ethan Coen are prob-
ably best known for their darkly 
comic murder story, Fargo. Re-
cently Fargo has been nominaied 
for Academy Awards in the major 
categories of best picture, actress, 
actor, director and original screen-
play, as well as others. . 
Fra~kly, thi s is not too shabby a 
list of nominations for the indepen-
dent filmmakers, Joel and Ethan. 
They've cornea long way since their 
debut film outing 12 years earlier, 
known as Blood Simple. 
Blood Simple , like Fargo, was 
directed by Joel Coen, produced by 
Ethan Coen, and screenplayed by 
both of them. As such, both movies 
The private eye takes the money 
for the job he's done and then pulls . 
a double-cross on Marty in the 
hopes of eliminating the only wit-
ness to the crime. 
From here, individual choices 
and details create a labyrinth within 
the plot which make for compli-
cated situatio·ns. 
Rocko's Two Cents: 
Blood Simple is a violent, fiend-
ishly clever, and sometimes absurd 
and gory movie. 
The fLlm seems to start off slow. 
It picks up pace as the plot becomes 
more complicated and builds ' to the 
climax. The last 100r 15 minutesoi 
the movie are some of the most 
suspenseful, and yet some of the 
most hilarious scenes. They have 
the potential to make you squea-
mish, as well as blow the shirt right 
off your back with laughter (or 
~omething like that). 
contain the essence of an American The most important thing to re-
film noir. member about Blood Simple is that 
Unlike Fargo, though, Blood the movie is best enjoyed when you 
Simple was made .on a shoestring 'don't take the events in it with any 
budget, but it is no less entertaining. seriousness. 
The Take: 
A Texas roadhouse owner, 
Julian MartY· CDan Hedaya), wants 
his wife, Abbey (Frances 
McDormand), and her lover, Ray 
(John GelZ"), mur<!ered. He hires a 
scummy good-ol' -boy private de-
tective (M. Emmet Walsh) tQ kill 
them both. 
PEACE CORPS 
"THE TOUGHEST .JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE" 
T):1e world needs your experience. 
We are recruiting for over 1000 
volunteer positions in Education, 
Environment, Agriculture, Business, 
Health, Nutrition. and other areas. 
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Wednesday, February 19, 1997 
UMR Blood Drive: Harris donates 96th pint 
~ Robin Housden 
, Source 
12 gallons of what, you ask? 12 
gallons of blood. Greg Harris is sched-
uled te give his 96th pint of the life 
giving fluid during the Community 
Blood Cente~ of the Ozarks blood drive 
this week in Centennial Hall. Some of 
the donations collected will be used by 
the local community through Phelps · 
County Regional Medical Center in 
Rolla. . 
Who is Greg Harris? (Hint: he is 
not Brian Harris ' brother.) Greg Har-
ris works in the Development Office 
upstairs at Castleman Hall. He has 
been donating blood since he was 17 
years old. He says the first time he 
donated blood, he was told he needed 
his parent's consent. Harris drove and Buz Harvey, of Phelps County 
home and back to the donation site, an Hospital, have both noted how impor-
eight mile round trip, with lhe required 
signature. His parents impressed on 
him the importance of community in-
volvement, and what l?etter way to 
become involved than by giving some-
thing of oneself to the community? 
That was twenty some years ago and 
Harris has been giving blood ever since 
whenever possible. 
Donating is easier when you work 
for the collector. Mr. Harris worked for 
the American Red Cross for several 
years coordinating blood drives. He 
realizes the importance of blood drives 
to a community and how hard it some-
times can be to get people to come out 
and donate. Harris pointed out giving 
blood, ~nlike donating organs, is some-
thing a person can do anytime. Blood 
is a renewable resource and the gift of 
living tissue is a "noble" one. Harris 
tant college students are 'to the blood 
supply of this community, and the stu-
dents at UMR more than meet the 
challenge when asked to give. 
Harris continued to str.ess the im-
portance of community involvement. 
Checking with your local hospital is a 
good way to find· out if the blood col-
lected will be used in the surrounding 
community. Phelps County RegiOlial 
Medical Center has a contract with the 
CBCO to supply blood for the Phelps 
county area. The American Red Cross 
does not collect blood for use in th is 
area, but it is still impbrtant to give to 
the ARC to fulfill needs outside of the 
community. 
, Join Greg Harris and the other staff 
members, faculty and students ofUMR 
and give this "noble" gi ft to thecommu-
nily. 
A W££8IT 0' IRISH: 11 DAZ£ 
.. Brent Osborn 
, S .. Pat's Source 
Just a little public service re-
minder ... the time is short and there 
are only a few short daze until the 
Best Ever St. Pat 's 1997! You re-
member how it was last year when 
you walked by the table. You saw 
the baby rep holding that awesome 
navy Special Edition and you said, 
"Man, I gotta get one of those!" But 
you were in a hurry, so you waited. 
Then one day, while looking for that 
one last piece of pizza, you found 
twenty-five bucks in the back of the 
couch. So you said, "Cool! I'll go get 
that shirt!" And they were gone! It 's 
that time again, do not let somebody 
else get your sweatshirt. 
Oh, and to clear the air and 
lessen the confusion, we are selling 
the super special edition Henley. 
This is not a joke, really,there are 
only going to be lOOofthesemade. We 
are taking pre-orders for this hot item 
at the puck. You will be required to pay 
in advance, that way we can guarantee 
that you will be one the roo recipients, 
along with giving your student number, 
so we don't give your shirt to someone 
else, and phone number, so we can call 
you when your shirt is done. Be sure to 
drop by the Puck and get yours. 
If you missed last week's basketball 
game, be sure to come this Saturday. 
The band does a rockin' rendition of 
"Crazy Train," and of course we will be 
there. It has been said by many a 
person not oil SL Pat's Committee that 
no one can match our volume. Thanks 
for the m~gaphones , cheerleaders! 
Gonzo and Games is only 22 short 
Daze away, that means snake invasion 
is even sooner. So, have your shille-
laghs out of the ground and ready to 
take care of campus for us. The snakes 
will be coming your way starting 
March 3. This year, ought to be a good 
year not to be a rubber snake on Rolla's 
A lot of hard work and dedica-
tion is going into making this year's 
SL Pat's the biggest and Best Ever. 
If you have any suggestions or 
thoughts on the matter drop us line. 
We can be reached at http:// 
www.umr.edu/-stpats, stpats@ 
umr.edu or stop by and see us in our 
office at 210 UC-West, or give us 
call in our office at341-6025. !fyou 
have been working at putting some-
thing together to make this years St. 
Pat's the best it can be: thank you! 
We appreciate your work and wish 
you the best. Trying to name all of 
you would be an endeavor no one 
person has the time for; you know 
who you are, keep up the good work! 
The time is short, and this year's 
Best Ever Celebration is only 22 
short Daze away! Be thinking Green 
and get ready for Follies '97! 
. Sci-fi comedy JOins film fest 
• 'UMR Film 'Fest 
, Source 
What would happen to a visitor 
from outer space, an extraterrestrial 
who looked exactly like a young Black 
man, if he crash landed in New York 
Harbor and wound up in Harlem? The 
Brother from Another Planet is a sci-
ence fiction comedy that answers this 
question in a manner both funny and 
touching. The Brother, as he is known, 
can't talk but compensates with some 
s trange and magical gifts. He can read 
minds, repair video games with one 
touch of his glowing hand and use his 
removable eye to record events that 
occur in his absence. 
The UMR Film Fest at Castleman 
will play The Brother from Another 
Planet Tuesday, February 25 at 7 p.m. 
in Leach Theatre. 
There is no charge to UMR stu-
dents and faculty with UMR IDs; pub-
lic cost is $3. 
A~UM' ~ Tenth Annual 
~tudent Lobby Day 
Showcasing UM's Student Achievements 
j :I"\.. Date: February 26, 1997 
Time: 
~Iace: 
1 :00 - 4:00 PM 
Missouri State ~apitol 
If your organization or department would like to display its 
projects and achievements to Missouri Legislators at the 
State Capitol, please contact our office as soon as possible. 
ASUM • 212 UCW . 341-4970 + umrasum@umr.edu. 
http://www.umr.edu/-umrasum/ 
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The Dating Game: Dealing with Post-Valentine's Day Syndrome 
• Jobn Johnson 
, Humor C!,lwnnist 
Every year, right around the first 
week of February, the National 
Weather Service notes a sudden fluc-
o tuation in the air pressure_ This is due 
to everyone hyper-ventilating because 
they suddenly realize that, "Ohmigod, 
it's almost Valentine's Day!" All of 
these people then jump off their collec-
tive couches, run over to their collec-
tive desk calendars and collectively 
forget what they were so worried 
abouL This event is inevitably fol -
lowed by Post Valentine's Syndrome 
where they all sit around and wonder 
about what could have been if they had 
just remembered_ 
Many of you that are reading this 
column right now are probably think-
ing, "Doesn't this guy reali ze that 
Valentine 's Day was last week?" But 
you' ll have to understand that I am 
writing this column as a sort of public 
serv ice to those who right now are 
thinkin g, "Ohmigod, I missed 
Valentine's Day!" It is this tendency 
for many people to forget .about this 
particular holiday that made me start to 
ask some questions . . Things like: "If 
thi s is some sort of 'holiday,' then where 
is the parade? Where is my day off? 
Who the heck was St. Valentine?" 
But you have to be careful asking 
these questions lest you be labeled a 
"Valentine's Day Heretic" or worst, a 
''Party Pooper." I personally fear for 
my life because I feel as if I'm messing 
with something pretty big here. Every 
year around this time, I have to watch 
my back while I'm walking alone, 
check my phone for wire taps and stay 
at home at night. I keep expecting to be 
arrested by some sort of Valentine's 
Gestapo for my lack of Valentine's 
Spirit. 
This probably stems from an event 
that occurred dUring my last serious 
relationship_ The girl that I was dating 
was apparently part of this Gestapo or 
at le.ast a Valentine's sympathizer. For 
the six months leading up to V -day, I 
had been an exceptional boyfriend, 
going well beyond my defined duties as 
a guy. I held doors, paid for dinners and 
even took an active role in our monthly 
aimiversary celebrations (flowers and 
what not). But one year I forgot 
Valentine's Day. 
You ' ll have to realize that there 
were many factors that contributed to 
my memory lapse. Namely, the fact 
tha! there was the big Missouri/Kansas 
game on TV. 'So when I realized that I 
had forgotten, I P!"'icked and got her 
the first gift that was available: A pack-
al\eofpencils. But in my defense, they 
were very nice pencils, the kind that 
click. that I had just bought on the way 
over to her house and I only used two of 
them. But apparently the damage was 
done and I had been scarred for life_ 
So, for all of you out there that have 
gone through similar situations and are 
among the doubters, you !Day now rest 
easy because I have done research! I 
looked carefully into the history of this 
supposed holiday to uncover some un-
comfortable truths. I wish to now take 
this opportunity to reveal: (dun dun 
doh) The V -Files. 
Valentine's day .was actually set up 
in the 1860's in response to the Great 
Red Dye Crisis of 1862. This little 
known crisis is often forgotten because 
ii took place during the same period as 
the Civil War (one of those really big 
warS). You see, the government, in 
response to the fact that the red dye 
industry was losing money at an alarm-
ing rate, instituted a day in which the 
industry could make up for its losses in 
one day. (It was also a chance for the 
Sickeningly Sweet Crappy Candy In-
dustry to make up for its losses as 
well.) 
In fact, the word Valentine is de-
rived from the two Latin words 
"valius" which means "excuse" and 
"entineous" which means "to sell use-
less cutsie stuff." So unlike Halloween 
DOL offers introduction to new organization 
Amy Swanson 
DOL Source 
I would like to introduce one of 
UMR's newest organizations, Delta 
Omicron Lambda (DOL). DOL is both 
a service and socia l organizat ion 
whose purpose is [0 promote women's 
issue and unity among UMR students. 
Throughout the year we plan to be very 
active in the community by holding 
different fund-raising- events arut V91-
unteering to benefit local organiza-
tions. 
Since our recent campus recogni-
tion we have worked with LOVE and 
we hope to continue in service activi -
ties benefiting the Russell House and 
the Gingerbread House. Another one 
of DOL's purposes is to provide educa-
tional events geared toward promoting 
women's physical and mental health 
and well-being. DOL is currently 
working with the Mult i-Cul tural Edu-
cational Support Program to plan dif-
ferent activities for Women's History 
Month, coming up in March. 
DOL also fosters friendship, lead-
ership and responsibility through in-
volvement in campus activities, such 
as the SL Patrick's Day Celebration, 
Intramural sports and other campus 
events. DOL is excitedly preparing for 
the 1997 SI. Pat's Celebration. 
DOL currently has 20 members 
and we are always looking for other 
enthusiastic and fun -loving members. 
If you have any questions regarding 
DOL please contact e ither Amy 
Swanson at 364-0593 or asawnson@ 
umr.edu or Miya Barr ~t 34 1-3870 or 
miya@umr.cdu. 
and Labor Day, which were started for 
the worthy purpose of pagan worship, 
Valentine's Day was started for the 
sake of cofJ!Orate greed_ 
But this is not to say that 
Valentine's Day Iiasn 't gone far to help 
mold who we are as 
example, without Valentine's Day, we 
would have never had helium-filled 
aluminum foil balloons. You know, 
the kind that float for approximately a 
generation in tpe corner of your 
WAC: Do you have a reference? 
Barbara Baird 
WAC Tutor· 
Do you have references? Experi-
ences at the university and in the work-
place equip you with references you 
need when you graduate from UMR_ 
While at the university, the statement 
requesting references refers to infor-
mation you will choose for your paper_ 
After your topic has been selecleli and 
in some cases, approved, it is time to 
begin gathering and gleaning_ 
First, gather information from 
some of the following resources: 
books. essays or articles in a collection 
or anthology, government documents, 
lectures, journals, magazines, newspa~ 
pers, news-banks, interviews, re-
views, electronic, on-line resources 
and CD-ROMS. 
The library staff is very helpful 
when it comes to inter-library loans, 
reference questions and source infor-
mation_ 1be h"brary catalogue system, 
MERLIN, is on-line and can be ac-
cessed any time of the d.8y_ 
Furthermore. check }Vith the pro-
fessor. but in most cases five years is 
the "shelf-life," or expiration date, for 
pUblications used as reterences_ I man, 
aged to find a book on Tennyson in the · 
. library dated 1894: his poetry has not 
changed since then, so it was accept-
able. In .the liberal arts areas, you 
might be able to use older works _ 
Again, .check with the boss! 
Two other great places to check are 
the Works Cited and Bibliography sec-
tions of reference materials. Addi-
tional resources 'can be acquired by 
doing this, and they are usually current 
and pertinent to the' subject. 
Get started early. With lots ofrefer-
ences to work with and choose from, you 
will have a better paper. Go on! 
Quip of the week: "Perfect practice 
makes perfect." 
OWA 
COMPLere SOLIN f) e 
LIGHrING Co 
Be RENTALS 
Stage Ughtlng OJ Systems 
DENON 
Winter Hours 
Mon-FrI10~, Sat 11-5 
For after hours appoint-
ments call 
(573) 341-5267 
. Located two miles 
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Miners start crucial final stretch tonight 
After heartbreaking losses to Lincoln and Washburn, every game counts 
Jim Duy aleus 
.\1. with Nathan Erdman . 
Tonight, i~ Joplin, MO, the 
University of Missouri-Rolla Miners 
will take on the Lions of Missouri 
Southern. It will be a very important 
game for the Miners as they hope to 
secure themselves a spot in' the Mid -
American Intercollegiate Athletics 
Association conference Post-Season 
Tournament: 
The Miners have a 6-10 record in 
the MIAA, good for seventh place out 
of eleven teams in the conference. A 
win in tonight 's game would guarantee 
the Miners at least a tie for the eighth 
place spot in the standings - the 
position needed to make the p'ost-
season. The Lions, likewise, find 
themselves in a somewhat similar 
situation. They are currently 5-11 in 
the MlAA. and cannot afford to lose 
another conference game. Doing so 
would make it impossible for them to 
see post-season-action. 
With Marc Tompkins and Kevin 
Conkright still hampered by injuries, 
the Miners will again have to get by in 
tonight 's game with what little depth 
they have le ft. That means relying on 
starters like Tim Holloway and Terry 
production out of players such as Ryan 
Pippen and Ryan Matthews who are 
expected to fill the shoes of the injured/ 
dismissed players. 
The Lions. in the ir must- win 
situation, w ill look to get some big 
offensive support from players.such as 
starting center Matt Olson and senior 
starting forward Greg Ray - both of 
whom had good games in the Lion 's 
mid-season loss to the Miners in 
January. 
Tonight will be the last road game 
of the regular season for the Miners 
before the post-season begins, with one 
game remaining at home, this Saturday 
night against Southwest Baptist The 
Miners, in the hopes of making the 
post-season, will need to win at least 
one of their tw~ remaining games for 
those hopes to be realized, which 
means having to rebound from 
consecutive losses to Washburn and 
Lincoln this past week. 
UMR's game against Washburn 
was played here in .Rolla this past 
Saturday. Coming into the game 
Washburn s at atop the MIAA 
conference with an impressive 13-2 
conference record, and had the chance 
to clinch at leas t a tie for the MlAA 
title with a victory. UMR had been on 
a' bit of a roller coaster ride in their 
previous games. losing to Northwest 
Missouri and Southwest Baptist, then 
and beating second place Pittsburgh 
State by twelve points, only to fall to 
last place Lincoln in their most recent 
game. 
Washburn 's Dan Buie. widely 
acknow ledged as o ne o f th e bes t 
scorers in the conference. showed how. 
he got that reputation in the firs t half 
ot'the game against UMR, scoring i 6 
points in the half, to go a long with 
seven first half rebounds. Washburn 
as a team wasn ' t shooting so well 
however, a .345 field goal percentage 
in fact. And the Miners weren 'i fairing 
much be tter against Was hburn's 
defense (they shot .355 for the half), 
but the Miners hit a couple of three 
point shots and tacked on some free-
throws to give themselves a 37-29 lead 
at the break over the conferences 
number one team. 
The Miner ' s succes s was short 
lived. though. By midway through the 
second half Washburn had brought the 
game to within one point, and it would 
remain close the rest of the way. With 
I :267 remaining in the game, the score 
stood even at 66 a piece, and with one 
minute le ft Washburn 's Mark Krueger 
hit a ·three point shot which turned out 
to be the decisive basket in the game. 
The Miners would add one more point 
on a foul shot by Jeff Kokal - the final 
score: Washburn 69, UMR 67. 
Dan Buie had another good half 
Justin Sutherland 
Kevin Fort puts up a shot over a Washburn defender. 
Smith. who are both coming off rough coming home and winning a thrilling in the second. adding eleven more o ffensive pl ayer such as Buie it's 
difficult to guard him . He 's quick on 
the floor, has tremendous hands, and 
he 's quick with his feet. They are 
really a good basketball team and hard 
to defend . They are e xtremely 
talented. [Jordan] Canfie ld is the 
leader out there. he gets the ball where 
it needs to be and at the right time. 
We've lost two in a row now, and really 
games last week. as well as quality ' overtime game against Emporia State points to his total and grabbing five 
more rebounds to help his team to the 
victory. UMR 's head coac h Dale 
Martin had this to say about Buie and 
his team, " I think anytime you have an 
Miner Match-Up -
see Miners page 18 
UMR Miners at MSSC Lions 
Site: Joplin, Mo. 
Date: February 19, 1997 
Time: 7:30 p.m. 
Players to watch : Miners: Tim Holloway, G; Terry Smith , G. Lions: "Matt Olson, C; Gregg 
Ray, F. 
Outlook: The Miners have two must win games this week, if they win tonight they clinch a 
playoff spot, and if the can beat SBU, at home, Saturday, they will have a shot at the sixth seed. 
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Lady Miners to travel to MSSC 
Gina Godat 
'Staff Writer 
Today the Lady Miners will play 
an away game witi! Missouri Southern, 
In the last match-up of these two teams, 
Missouri Southern won by an eight 
point margin, 71-79. Southern's Marie 
Scott and Shelly Oliver each had 19 
points, and the Miners' Emily Mills 
had 22. The Miners are coming into 
this game with a MIAA record of 4-
II, and Southern has a record of 5-10. 
"This is a must win game for us," 
said Lady Miners Head Coach Linda 
Roberts. "We have to knock them off 
in order to pass them in the standings. 
Southern has a great player in Marie 
Scott, and they have a good inside 
team. We have to play just like we 
played tonight the rest of the way and 
we will be fme," said Roberts. 
'On Saturday, February 22, the 
Miners will play a home game with 
Southwest Baptist. Currently, 
Southwest Baptist is ranked sixth in 
the MIAA standings with a record of 
9-6 . in theiMast match-up, Southwest 
Baptist rn;at the Miriers by a score of 
8049. Southwest Baptist has already 
clinched a spot in the MIAA Post 
Season Tournament. The Lady Miners 
need to win both of these games to 
make it into the Tournament. 
On Saturday, February 15, the 
Lady Miners iook on the Washburn 
Lady Blues at the Gale Bulhnan Multi-
Purpose Building. Washburn came out 
of the game with a win, but it was well 
played by both teams. The fmal score 
was 80-79. In the first half, the Lady 
Boyd Niesen 
Dee Johnson drives past an Emporia State defender. 
Johnson Is the week's M-Club Athlete of the Week. 
Blues took the lead from the start and 
held it until the end of the half. The 
lead, however, never got above eight 
and the Lady Miners fought back, and 
were only down by fourat the half. The . 
score was 38-34 when the end of the 
ftrst half arrived: Mills lead all scoring 
with 15 points. Nikki Olberding had 
13 for the Lady Blues. Amber Fischer 
came in off of the bench and scored 
eight points and had seven rebounds. 
Jaime Martens had six assists in the 
first half. 
In the second half t,here were four 
lead changes, and three ties . The 
greatest lead in the second half was 
when Washburn was up by six with 
43 seconds left Mills was fouled while 
see Lady Miner page 18 
Miner Swimmers to compete 
at Mideast Regionals 
Joe McLain 
Staff Writer 
Eric Jelinek is a junior from 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma . He is 21 
years of age, stands 5 ft. 10 in., and 
weighs in at 158 Ibs. Born on Aug . 
20, 1975, he started swimming in 
1986. He noticed that he had started 
freshman year he helped the Miners 
win the men's regional 
championship under coach Mullin. 
As to what Jelinek like about Coach 
Mullin he s!lid, "He is really 
understanding. A lot of coaches get 
This week Thu., Feb., 20 - Sat., getting good at it when he was down on the team members 
Feb. 22 the UMR Miner swi m team s ixteen, He was all s t a te , at ' sometimes and maybe say a few 
will contend in the Mideast Bartlesville High School in the 100- thin gs, but like last season when I 
Regional Championships, Last 
seaso n they just fell s hort to 
Northern Illinois University in the 
championships . Coach Mark Mullin 
ha s led the team to six regional 
championships in his tenure as head 
coach. 
Miner swi m team member Eric 
Jelinek is confident in hi s team 's 
capa~ility, Ab o ut the regional 
championships J e linek said, "I 
expec t we' li win, I think we' ll wa lk 
away with it." 
ya rd backstroke and a fter high 
school recei ved a scholarship to -
UMR for sw imming. After coming 
to UMR Jelinek has enjoyed his 
experience as a sw immer and a 
student. Currently he is li ving in 
Farrar Hall. J e lin ek sa id , "My 
eJ!.perience here has been grea t. 
Living in Farrar is nice, because tcn 
or twelve swimmers li ve right over 
in Kelly Hall. " 
Jelinek has a lso experienc<. 
success with UMR sw immin g, Hi s 
was injured for most o f the year 
coach Mullin being an athlete was 
more understanding ." 
J e linek swims mainly four 
different events, His strength is in 
the 100-yard backstroke , a lthough 
he swims the 200 yard backstroke, 
and th e 200 and 400 yard medley 
relays also , He hopes to qualify for 
nationals in the 400-yard medley 
rel ay, The NCAA Division II 
Championships a re held o n 1vjar. 12-
15 in San Antonio, Texas, 
Wednesday,February19,1997 
Sports-- News and Notes 
Baseball and Softball open Saturday 
- The Miner baseball team will open its season Saturday by hosting 
Keniucky Weslyan at 10 a.ffi_ and Rockhurst at 1 p.m. 
- Lady Miner Softball also opens their season when they travel to the 
Kentucky Weslyan Tournament Saturday and Sundy 
- The UMR swim team will try to continue its dominance of the Mid 
East Regionals on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. 
- The Indoor Track team will travel to Warrensbulg for the '~1AA 
Championships this weekend. 
, Miner basketball standout Tim Holloway was honored as the MIAA 
player of the week, for his outstanding performances during Miner games 
last week. 
$42,000 
BEFORE YOU GRADUATE 
The Navy offers you, as a qualified collegl! student. 
the chance to earn up to $42,000 during YQur junior 
and senior years, And you never have to put on a Navy 
uniform until after graduation. No drills, no summer 
obligations, In the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candi-
date Prognun you'll . get your start in nuclear power 
where nuclear power started_ In the ~avy. 
Mter you graduate, you'll get six mOQths of graduate-
level engineering education in Orlando, Florida, plus 
six months of hands-on engineering training at a 
nuclear reactor trainer .. ,and more. Just meet these 
requirements: . . . 
• Have completed .freshman year"maJonng In 
engineering, math, science or chemistry_ 
• Have a minimum 3.0 CPA 
• Have completed a mathematics sequence through 
integral calculus. 
• Have completed one year of calculus-based ~hYSics. 
• Be a United States citizen, no more than 26Yzyears 
old at time of commissioning. 
• Meet Navy's physical standards. 
Call or visit your Navy representative on campus: 
Date: 18 Feb' 97 Time: lOam - 3pm 
Place: Career Placement Center 
Or Call Today 1-800-777-6289 
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Pep band enjoys playi'ng to support Miners 
'An integral part of UMR athletics, the p'ep band boosts fan support 
• 
~ Jonathan Erdman 
, . Asst. Sports Editor 
The Miners are down by two. One 
section of fans roar witb cheers. yells 
and qhants. The Miners score a basket. 
The stands start to shake with 
excitement. One student feels the 
opposing coach is getting too upset 
over a call, and soon the entire group 
is chanting "Sit down coach !" in 
unison. 
Who are these fans who are ai 
every home game? They are the 
Pep Band 
University of Missouri-Rolla Miner Jus';n Suth.,1and 
Pep Band. . The saxaphone section plays during a Miner home game. 
The pep band's major aims are to 
support the UMR's teams, and to have 
fun . 
o "It 's fun to play. First and 
foremost, the band is here because they 
love to play. And this is a great place 
to play, in front of a 'team, both teams 
as a matter of fact , the men 's and 
women's . They're both ' really 
appreciative. That 's the main reason 
we support them, is because they 
support us. The men's and women 's 
teams go out of their way to say thank 
you to us . ·And we know they 
appreciate us. So, it's fun to play for 
: them," pep band director, Dr. Douglas 
Stotter .said. 
The members of the pep band ' 
seem to have joined for diffe rent. 
reasons, but chiefly to have a good 
time. 
"I love basketball. It [pep band] 
looked like fun. I'd heard people talk 
about it, how much fun it was last year, 
and how it was just a good time. [We 1 
come out and watch them play, and . 
have some fun," Freshman Kenneth 
Dunek said. 
" Its a good chance to get out and 
support the school. hs a lot of fun ," 
Sophomore. Damo.n Kalak said. 
One member had a unique take 
on being in pep bank 
" Where else can you yell 
obno xio us thing s and not get in 
trouble?" Sophomore Tommy Mills 
said . 
Outside of game time, the pep 
band ,plays during half-time, and in 
between the men 's and women's home 
ga mes. They play songs ranging 
anywhere from the UMR fight song to 
the ".Imperial March" to "Louie, 
Louie". 
"I like playing this kind of.music. 
It's upbeat, and I like going to the 
games. It 's just a good time," 
Sophomore Melody Porter said. 
"It's nice to come out and playa 
lot of music that's popular. It's fun to 
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play, and it's great to root on our 
basketball team. 
The pep band comes up with 
many chants during games . Some 
members attribute the origin of the 
chants to the tuba section, some to 
random members, and others don ' t 
know. 
"I'm not sure. [where they 
originate] I think' most of them come 
from the tuba section. So, I don ' t know 
where they come from," Freshman Jeff 
Wachtel said. 
,"A lot of it originates from back 
here [tuba section]. We start a lot of 
our own cheers. Sometimes the crowd 
needs a little help getting awake," 
Senior Matt Benz said. 
"We don't know. They just 
appear. They appear in the smoke and 
occur," Mills said. 
Benz remembers a couple exiting 
games from last year. 
"The tournament last year was 
pretty cool. We took a road trip down 
to SBU last year, that was just a bunch 
of people from pep band. Because 
SBU, they're kind of a conservative 
college. I think we were a little too 
rowdy for their fans. So, we got into it 
with their fans. It was pretty cool, and 
we won," Benz said. 
A lot of band members are friends 
outside of the games. 
"This is basically like a family to 
me. We do so much stuff outside of 
band together. You can talk to anyone 
here, and they' re all willing to listen. 
They're a great group of people," 
Sophomore Brian DeSalle said. 
"We have one band fraternity and 
one band sorority, 'and most of the 
people are in one. But even with the 
people who are not, most of us are 
pretty good friends, outside of that." , 
Kalak said. 
The pep band adds music. cheers 
and sp irit to the atmosphere of the 
games. Some have diffemt reasons for 
The.~p bandjJets Involved durln~ the Miners' game against 
Pittsburg State, while Jeff Kokal takes his free throws. The 
UMR pep band supports the athletes as fans and musicians. 
getting so involved into the games. _ 
"Basketball is exiting. It's a fun 
game to watch, its fast paced, and I 
think it helps the team a1ot ·to have 
someone cheering for them," Junior 
Benita Engle said. 
"W<p want our tearn to win; we 
care," Freshman Andrew Scott said. " 
A lot of the time we really seem to give 
the tearn a boost. Sometimes they get 
into a little run where they're getting 
stomped on for a little bit, and we get 
really, really rowdy, and they pick it 
up." 
Some members feel that the 
crowd is not as involved as they would 
like them to be, and hold that as a 
reason to get more involved, and 
believe that they get the crowd more 
involved in the games. 
see Band page 18 
"They're great. They're the best 
pep band in the 
like to follow 
around. I wis 
someone 
give them 
money, so the 
could follow us 
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MEN'S 400 FREE RELAY 
RANK SCHOOL TIME 
1 OAKLAND 3:02.27 
2 DRURY 3;06.21 
3 UM-ROLLA 3:08.70 
4 SHIPPENSBURG 
3:09.58 
5 CLARION 3:09.83 
MEN'S 800 FREE RELAY -
Ath letics Association Athletics Association NATIONAL CUT - 6:54.49 










Help make the world 
safe from 
40 neuromuscular diseases. 
.... 














OVERALL · CONF 
20-7 Mo Western 
18-6 CMSU 
16-7 Pittsburg State 
19-6 Washburn 
15-9 SW Baptist 
10-14 NWMSU 
14-10 Emporia State 
10-14 MSSC 
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To be an organ and tissue donor, even if you've Orpan & TISsue 
signed something, you must tell your family /1011' 0' 
so they can carry out your decision later. For a Shore yourlife. SiJareyourdecision~ 
free brochure on how to talk to your family, call "'1:1 
1-800·355·SHARE. ~ Coalition on Donation 
RANK SCHOOL TIME 
1 OAKLAND 6:44.00 
OVERALL 2 DRURY 6:48.93 
3 CSUB 6:59.12 
16-5 4 UM-ROLLA 7:01.87 
16-6 5 W. JESUIT 7:07.01 
16-:6 MEN'S 200 BUTTERFLY-NATIONAL CUT - 1 :54.29 
16-6 1/27/97 
. 
14-7 RANK NAME SCHOOL 
12-10 YEAR TIME 1 Y. RITTER OAKLAND 
14-7 FR 1:52.16 2 C. PLAISTED TAMPA 
10-10 JR 1:52.68 
3 S. HENDRY SLIPPERY 
8-13 ROCK JR 1 :53.64 
7-14 4J. ROSE DRURY FR 1:53.70 
4-16 5 S. CARUSO UM-ROLLA FR 1 :54.27 
Student Council Sponsored 
Blood Drive · 
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, & THURSDAY 
February 18, 19, & 20 
11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m, 
Free T-Shirts to all Donors 
Earn St. Pat's Points 
All Donors receive Free 
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THAT'S JAKE 




'I know you feel like a big kid now, but 
I think you better stick with the "junior" 
shoelaces for a few more seasons.' 
"I'LL drive!" 
"1 suppose you're old enough 
to know the truth. I'm not 
your mother ... I'm the maid." 
"They say there's someone 
for everyone ... I'mJor met 
; . 
~ .. --.. -------------------
xL DAVE by David Miller 
BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL 
THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING 
OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS 
Missouri Miner 
I BAY of f'1C?~ I 
" AND IT~ AVAILABLE FOR T~N 
E:ASY PAYMENTS OF 4q'l.~5!! 
J 
.. 
I ::~ : 
i~fJ rr : 
::H 
Missouri M iner 
ACROSS cake ones 4 Rank Of 40 M alay 
1 Ending lor 51 Nickname lor 97 Nurnberod lopulatlon galmant 
head 01 heod comedian Bill hWys 5 WindOW 41 Ouoon 01 
SWord 52 "Trinlry- 99 Conan Ilames Canhage 86 Asks 
repoal00 In a author packor 6 White 1aliOd 42 Habnat plan! earno o;Uy 
Dons Day 54lvior& Ihl tSly 100 Bnllsh prison birds 101m 88 8000ul
0 
song hlle S5 Pub missile 101 Tax preparef 7 Eloctnc 43 N,rwil 90 POOG:.lr
ian 
9 Canadian 56 Father 01 abbr caf1lsh 44 Gaze 92 Leak OUt 
pro .... . Charlie and 1(}4 Quantify 01 8 Moslem Int ently slowly 
13 Beaver Emilio paper sacred book 45 Lacking 94 GUOSI a\ a 
structures S9 Jane Austen 106 Top 01 an 9 RaIded the energy strange 
1 .3 
17 Sparlan serf heroine apron ice box 47 Place lor pany 
18 Inland sea 01 61 Fairy tale 107 Barren 10 Short, savIngs? 95 Form
al 
Asia monster 108 Fr, holy naHa tJve 48 Architect discu
ssions 
19 Old sa~ s 62 - man 0U1 woman poems Saarinen 96 Cloar and 
20 ACHess 63 Ransomed ," Rough, 11 log ontrios 49 Controversial sunn
y 
Massoy 65 Baal, lor one boisterous lor Captain Scan 98 Highly 
22 Nebraska 's 67 June star? lun KI", 51 Member 01 a seasoned 
largest city 69 Word belore 114 Enviable 12 Tako lor Gi rl Scout game dishes 
23 Two, at dice City or transit position granted division 100 Complaine
d 
25 Put In 71 long·limbed 117 1t means 13 Traded by 53 More chic 101 Country 
symboUc and slender "k>ve" bargainIng 56 Early south 01 
writing 72 low walls or "8 Long·runnlng 14 Below. to a Persians libya 
26 Make a show raJUngs Agatha sailor 57 Mosque 102 Prop
els the 
01 elegance 75 She was Christie play 15 Current prayer leader gondola 
28 Noxious naughty, 120 Mural o r lashions 58 Neighbor 01 103 Bakery 
plant musically' muscula r 16 Exhibit Tlbet byproduct 
30 Belore 77 Hoskins or lead· ln contempt 60 Size of type 105 Native 01 
31 Income 80~r~~1 121 Resign an 17 Crosby's 63 Catskills New Zealand source lo r ollice "Road" sleeper 107 Degrade 
clubs comics 122 Babyk>nlan pannar 64 Urgent 108 U .S. 
32Doilioal 81 Panytine? war god 21 Egyptian 66 literary naturatist 
34 Captain 83 Fictional 123 Comlon sklnk collection Ernest 
Hook 's aide Simon 124 Broadway 24 Country 68 Deep malice Thompson -
35 Mme .. In 84 Borge or signs bordering the 70 Rover. at 10g,Mountain 
M adrid Hamlet 125 Weakens Red Sea limes lakes 
36 Goose or 85 Bad Shol graduatly 27 Long, 72 Historian's 110 Anagram lor 
snake sound hom the toe 126 Location pointed toath time Iramo seal 
copyright 1997 37 Slip ollhe 87 logan or 127 HastenGCI 29 Close al 73 Auk g
enus 112 The Bounty. 
longue Fltzgerald 128 Ancient hand 74 Box or bush lor one 
King Features 39 Dumoo's 89 Pikelike !Ish Ramal} clan 33 Jacob's flNin lead-In 113
 Mongolian 
Syndicate 
"Wings" 90 British DOWN 36 "The -lor 76 Special times tent 
41 Expose lalse pennies 1 Monkey's Red Oc1obet" 78 SIOry sl arter 115 Speed or 
claims 91 Partners 01 cousin 37 Noted 790uih lng sand follower 
44 Kind 01 duck monlses 2 Gladden English groups 116 Small dagger 
see Solution, page 15 46 Harvested 93 Harangues 3 london surgeon 8
2 Overly 119 Engineering 
50 Top of the 96 Eccentric district 38 Ireland smooth and org, 
The Miner provides classified ad Munchkin, Katy, 
space free to all students. To submit Thanx for the vote of confidence? Hey roomie! (Sort of) Do ya miss 
me? Thanks for everything! 
one, use the form on our web page, or LM 
drop it off in the box outside 103 
Norwood Hall. You must include your 
name, phone number and student ID 
number. All ads will be run for two 
consecutive weeks, and then it must be 
resubmitted. 
HELP WANTED 
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assem-
bling circuit boards/electronic compo-
nents at home. Experience unneces-
sary. will train. Immediate openings 
your local area. Call 1-520-680-789 1 
EXT C200 
Gina. 
I've been president for a while now. 
When do I get the tape? 
Rachel 
So. are you open on holidays also? 
AOT. 
Your wanna-be tripod 
C. 
So when arc you going to take 




Th anx for the pie. 
For the record: 
Nal and Jon are not datin g! 
Anthony. 
I know your las t name now: 
R 
Melinda. 
You make a great KD!! 
Where is my big s is Nancy? I can't 
find her!?! 
Frantic Lillie Sis 
Wubby. 
Where are you? 
Schmoop 
Jake. 
Listen. trick. you broke my glasses. 
why'd you have to break my glaaaases? 
Terminator 
Missy. 
Ealen any chemicals lately? It 's not 
so bad. and the s ide effects aren't ei-
ther. 
Love. 
Bob (from TKE's) 
"Fish. " 
I found some new meal...(hint: it 
rhymes with neat) How aboul you? 
AnYlhing "interes ting" happen to yo u 
last week? 




Where are you? Schmoopie is 




How did your date with "Jim" goon 
Saturday? I heard it was a real "blow" 
o u.t and that "Ralph" tagged along! 
Your roomie 
Vir!. 
AIe you sleeping again? 
Happy Birthday. Bridget Cannon! 
Yogi. 
ZLAM. 
YR and Your Pledge 
Class 
You are a tool! 
R&B 
Nookie. 
Did you get any squirrels on Satur· 
day? I heard you went a-hunting. 
Schmoop 
Kim . 
I am glad you are back! His ears do 
no t Slick out. 
YXRM 
Lori. 








I love my Ii!' sis! 
Brooke 
Jinx . 
Is green your favorite color? 
YR 
Pooh. 
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--- ilg. This mean! 
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Congrats to Chi-O's new pled" 
Karen. Dena, Katie. Nancy, HoUy. 
Thanks for the cool valentines and Liz. You guys are awesome! 
for coming over for dinner. It was fun! 
Chi-O loves you! r--




Two Bedroom/2 Baih Luxury Condo, Close to Major 
Hotel. Extra Nice. Sleeps Eight. 
Owner/Agent Pea rl Fry 
Hl(1}594~ or 
work 210.541 0 9161, 
Wednesday, February 19, 1997 
Music 
The albwn consists of ten hard-
core songs with enough variety for any-
one. The fust song "Stale" opens with 
a simple bass funk riff and a whining 
guitar rhythm backing it up. Vocals 
and drums are soon added to give the 
song an ,ilmost strutting rhythm. 
"Lyndon is : .. (Out of Prison)" is the 
second song on the album and one of 
my favorites. The killer thing abOut 
this song is the drum intro beat. There 
is this bell cymbal hit that just adds that 
little something that gets my atte!'tion. 
The rest of the song is upbeat with lots 
of guitar and groovin bass: 
The title track "Frostbidden" is 
well deserved with its almost story-
like subtle intra yet by the end is loaded 
with everything from screaming, drum 
riffs, and wailing guitars. "Enrichment 
Support File" is my second favorite 
song on the album with its simple 
guitar, yet there is something about the 
effect that this song puts on the lis-
tener. From my experience, the crowd 
normally goes pretty nuts on this song, 
don't be afraid to get in the pit and start 
flailing about. 
Next time you are in your local 
music store, ask for a copy or just 
attend one of the many Fragile shows 
and you can pick up your copy for a 
measly $10 its well worth the money 
and the trip to the store to find it. One 
. last thing, be sure to check them out 
here again in Rolla at the OPEN 
HAND March 13. A Guaranteed good 
time! 
60ft Dolls 




Sound Quality: 7 
The Big 3 was released January 28, 
1997, and is the work of a trio that call 
themselves the 60ft Dolls. I found the 
CD quite enjoyable to listen to, and it 
grew on me the more I listened to it. 
I couldn 't help but notice that a 
majority of the songs were about love, 
though. I wondered how three guys 
about loving stuff? There are tracks 
about getting blown off by girls, no 
commitment in a relationship, lost love 
and even loving a girl's hair. 
"No. I Pure Alcohol" is another 
love song, but it's easily understood 
because it is about being in love with 
alcohol, which most students in this 
town can probably relate to. 
All the love stuff is done in good 
taste because the message conveyed is 
about flaws in people, a~d the disc 
doesn't end up being a tool to 'promote 
an anti-female view. This view seems 
strange when so many popular songs 
are so anti-male or female these days. 
With tight guitars, an upbeat 
tempo, and understandable lyrics you 
can sing along to, you just have to love 







so when you attend their next concert could write and sing so many songs Sound Quality: 
5 
7 
It was less then two years ago when 
these young fellows from down under 
hit the U.S. and rocked their way to Top 
10 status, not bad for some guys that 
were in high school. Due to their 
classes starting up again, they had to 
limit their tour dates and go back home. 
Now they graduated and came back to 
finish where they left off . 
The album Freak Show is a con-
tinuation of their last album but with a 
bit more intensity and a lot more matu-
rity. The 13 song album has the poten-
tial to bring them back into the spot-
light. Songs like "Slave," ''Freak'' and 
"Learn to Hate" have that Nirvana 
sound to them but lack the members 
and the quirkiness that Nirvana pos-
sessed . 
The a1bwn doesn't have any hard-
core rhythms or anything that would 
throw the album off balance. The 
compilation of simple rock with dis-
torted guitars and mellow songs make 
the album overall easy to listen to. I do 
like the simplicity in the music. Each 
song seems to have more thought and a 
Missouri Miner Page 15 
from page 5 
bit of meaning unlike their last albwn. 
I am not knocking their debut albwn, 
just that songs like "Tomorrow" dido't 
make any sense. The tune was pretty 
cool in itself, but when trying to under-
stand what the song was about, well, it 
just left moths in the attic. Trying to 
make myself understand what the mes-
sage was or even if there was one, made 
me wonder how this song made it to the 
Top 10. 
I would suggest this album to any-
one that likes mellow rock. I won't 
suggest it to anyone that was looking 
for something raw and different. 
Maybe after another year or another 
album they will find their spot in the 
music scene. 
I am going to say that I will be 
surprised if the album makes it to the 
Top 10 and holds its own. If they do 
release videos for the album, which I 
am sure they have and will, pay atten-
tion for "Learn to Hate." It has a lot 
going for it in message, music and 
ideas. 
Jimbob 
Stanek from page 6 Fiction from page 5 ~~~~~----------------------~------------------------------------------------~~-- ~~~~~--~~~~ 
Aside from his obligations as a 
teacher and chairm an, Dr. Stanek has 
quite a number of additional responsi-
bilities. He is involved in researching 
the reliability and safety of power sys-
'terns. As a member of the Missouri 
Research Board, he works with a group 
of professors to manage about 4 million 
dollars of research funds. 
colthandbasern!llil Dr. Stanek is also the power sys-
Jave! terns expert for the Committee on Ex-
Nookie" . aminations for Professional Engineer-
:is loves you! 
AOT, 
Traci 
ld your squirrels! 
Your Kay·De< 
Queen candid!~ 
--ou accidenl3ily i 
AOT, 
Traci 
!..---::: Chi.o's neW pi<d! 
'atie Nancy, HoUy 
'are:r..esome! 
-----
ing. This means he plays a role in the 
development of the professional engi-
Super Crossword 
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American Heart ... 
Association",,, 




MEMORIAlS & TRIBUTES 
~
1-800-AHA-USA1 
This space provided as a public service. 
01994, American Heart Association 
neering exam and meets six times a 
year with the National Council for Ex-
aminations for Engineers and Land 
Surveyors. 
In his spare time, Dr. Stanek is 
involved in a wide variety of activities. 
He helps to manage the 9 million dollar 
EE building project, for which he is 
endeavoring to raise another million 
from private sources for eqUipment. 
He is a member of the Kiwanis 
Club of Raila, a public service organi-
~.IR"",,--------------------------
Center on Forum Drive. He is also a 
member of the Gideons and a liturgist 
at the Mount Hermon United Method-
ist Church. 
Dr. Stanek's wife is a lay pastor at 
the same church and a volunteer at the 
courthouse. She serves as a court-
appointed special advocate, making 
sure that children are appropriately 
taken care of in legal proceedings. 
None of the Stanek's five children 
chose to 'pursue electrical engineering 
teacher in Springfield, and their only 
daughter is in Ireland, working for 
, Tellabs and writing communications 
software. 
You can't help but agree that Dr. 
Stanek is a very ambitious individual. 
He puts a lot of time and effort into 
making the environment at UMR con-
ducive for learning. He is also active in 
the community. 
If you ever speak with him, you'll 
quickly learn that Dr. Stanek is far 
from his claim of being "not all that 
Nemur's foreboding prophecy, yet he 
chalked up the event to coincidence 
and to the fact he had always had a 
slight salamander fetish. However, 
now that Mr. Nemur's second proph-
ecy came true, he realized that it wasn't 
mere coincidence - it was fate! 
••• 
Blood spewed fortIi from his open 
wounds,. Deafening pain shot up 
through his leg and spine, making him 
faint. The alcohol-soaked rag fell from 
his mouth as his jaw muscles laxed; his 
body tumbled down onto the dirty 
Mr. 
',::: ,-
! ~~f,l ! 
!:~i r a 
1,,· • !gi I 
!:~ t 
', .. , . 
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~ Gossip 
Chi-O's love Sig Ep's - thanks for a 
great karaoke night! 
Sieve, 




Go for the L-O-A plan! 
Bigg D 
Bigg D and the Rho Up girls, 
Denali, 
Don't leave me! 
lessie-noo, 
Good work on the canned food drive! 
Jon 
Good job on the Winter Classic -
Altman 6! 
Jon and Nat were under "heavy nego-
tiations!" 
Only a few more daze till the best ever Rho Up and Rho Alpha, 
Delta Upsilon Fesd! Gru:nma Sigma all the way!! 
LittleC 
Rob, 
Smoke out Mickey! Double E is no place to nap! 
Game 
girlfriend 's room? It was one of these Canada Day). We would make little 
balloons, that in the late 1940's was . mail boxes out of construction paper 
mistaken for a UFO in Roswell, New until recess and later fill them with 
Mexico. For nearly. a decade, scientists 
believed that the first message from 
ouler space was "Will U B Mine?" 
And speaking of cheesy sayings, 
where would we be as a society without 
the development of those little he,m 
candies that say things like "Kiss Me" 
and "UR Neat"? I remember those 
candies from my grade school days. 
Every year we wo uld ha ve a 
Valentine's Day party (not to mention 
parties for Columbus Day, Halloween, 
Thanksgiving, Secretaries' Day and 
cheesy little cards and those wonder-
fully sweet little candies. 
Then there I would always debate 
whether or not to give the teacher a 
Vale~tine . For in doing this, one takes 
the risk of being called "teacher' s pel" 
Plus there was always the fear of con-
tracting the dreaded "Teacher 's Coo-
ties" which were supposed to be the 
worst strain of cooties known to man. 
But I always liked my teacher be-
cause she smelled good. What a di-
lemma! 
Computing SerVices: 
from page 14 
Kathy, 
Gamma Sigma rocks! 
LIRA. 
Diane 
No, Kathy, they were for me and you. 
Hee, hee. Don't lell anyone!! 
Patrick, 
Hope you had a good Valentine's Day! 
:) Jennifer 
Chris, 
Your fish is so bouncy! 
:)-Jennifer 
So, now, what was this thing about the 
library again? 
from page 8 
Ah, it was so easy back then be-
cause the teacher would always help 
you remember. But now that we are 
older, it is up to us to remember. But 
wait, there is a happy ending to all of 
this. Just 'remember that even though 
Valentine' s Day may have a somewhat 
questionable history, not to mention a 
secret police force, that we can still 
have fun with it. For example, those 
little heart-shaped red hots make ex-
cellent projectiles. 
Plus, did I mention that I actually 
had a date this year? I even remem-
bered to celebrate on time. 
She really liked the pencils. 
Helpdesk: 
. MCS114, Phone -341-4841 
URL -http://www.umr.edu/'''Cchtml 
Computer Learning Centers 
CAMPUS PClWORKSr ATION HOURS 
Check hOUlS at location, due 10 variation of scbedules during semester. 
MCS1041ME121, Phone -341-HELP 
URL -http://www.umr.edulhelpdesk 
104, 108 MAmlCOMPUTER Scn:NCK 
JANUARY1I-Ml.Y 12 
C4DtilIOOus 24 HOUI Sc:vict 
Suo:Iay 8:00 AM -2:00 AM Samroay 
Sallmily 8:00 AM -Midniyhl 
JANUny IJ .JANUARY1D 
MAYJ3 -MAW 
Mon · Fri 6:00 AM -2:00 AM Next Day 
Salu!day 8:00 AM ~:OO PM . . 
Sunday 1:00 PM -2:00 AM Monday 
206 MATHICOMPIlTER SCIENCI! BLDG. 
JANUm 13 -FTiBRClARY I .{ IIAY /J -MAY 17 
Mon· Fri 5:00 AM-2:oo AMNatDay 
SztUrmy 1:00 AM • Midnight 
SUnday 1:00 PM -2:00 AM Monday 
FEBRUA~ 1-MAT11 
Sm boul'!!! MathIeS 104 
207,213 MATHlCOMPUTER SCIENCI! 
JANUARY iJ-FEBRUARY 1 cl MAY lJ -Ml.Y 17 
Man: Fri 5:00AM -2:00 AM Next Day 
SaltJrday 1:00 AM • Midnight 
Sunday 8:00 AM· 2:00 AM Monday 
FEBRUARY1- MAY /1 
5m OOllll &I MatWCS 104 
119; 120, 121 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
. Mon- Thur6:l0PM·I:30AMNatDly 
Friday 4:30 PM· 8:30 PM 
Salunlay 12:30 PM -S:30 PM 
Sunday 6:30 PM· 1 :30 AM MondDy 
217 MICllANJCAL ENGINEERING 
Moo • Fri 8:30 AM -Midnight 
Salulday 12:30 PM -5:30 PM 
Sunday 1:30 PM -Midnighl 
MEANNEXll3 
Mon- Fri 8:30 AM -M"wmWiI 
SatunJay 12:30 PM -5:30 PM 
S1may 1:30PM.Midnight 
105,206 BASIC; ENGINEERING 




LIBRARY (SECOND FLOOR) 
Mon -Thill 8:00 AM -Midnight 
Friday 8:00 AM -10:30 PM 
~ 8:00 AM -5:00 PM 
Sund!y 2:00 PM -Midnight 
G-34 SCIIRENKlCIIEMICAL ENGINEERING 
Mon -Fri 1:00 AM -Midnight 
SatWy 12:30 PM -j:30 PM 
Stmday 1:30 PM -MihUght 
(OR KeyAc=) 
120 SCIIRIiNKICIIEMIS1'RY 
Mon -Fri 8:00AM-4:30PM 
HAW HALL G-ll . 
Mon 8:OOAM · lI:OOAM&12:OOPM-6:OOPM 
Tue. 8:10 AM -1Q-jO AM 
Wed i:OOAM-lI:OOAM&12:OOPM-4:30PM 
Thur 8:30 AM • 10:30 AM tl12:l0 PM -3:30 PM 
Fri I:OOAM-lI:OOAM& 12:ooPM-4:30PM 
\20 CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Moo-Fri 1:00 AM. 5:00PM 
Mon- Fri 5:00 PM -2:00 AM (card lCCesscr.i1 sbidclts) 
Sal-Slm 6:00 AM -2:00 AM (ani JC;eSScivillt1deo!s) 
103,106,207 ELECI'RICAUNGINURlNG 
MQn -Fri 6:00 AM -Midnight 
SiI· Sun 6:00 AM· Midnight 
zn,23S ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT 
Mon· fo 8:00 A~1-4:30 PM 
LIFE SClRNC[ 103 SCHRENK 
Mon· Fri 8:00 AM -10:00 PM 
102, IOSA HUMANITlESISOClAL 
SCllNCES BLDG. 
Manned 9:30AM -Midnight 
TtIC:I8:oo AM -Mimighl 
Thtll8:30 AM-Midnighl 
Fri 9:30 AM -1:00 PM & 7:00 PM -Midnight 
Smday 9:30 AM -12:00 PM 
lDl HUMANrrmslsOClAL 
SCIENCESBLDG, 
M(!J, rUes.1 Thar 8:30 AM -8:00 PM 
Wcd8:30AM - IO:OOPM . 
Fri8:30AM-5:OOPM 
B-14MdWll 
Mon -Fd 7:30 AM -M"ldnigbl 
Salliday 12;OOPM·~ . 
SmdIy 12:00 PM -Midnigbl 
METAlLURGY-MCNUTT 241 
Moo-Fri 8:OOAM-4~OPM 
Moo -r'li 4:30 PM -10-30 PM (Code ACtCS!) 
811- Sun 8:00 AM· 6:00 PM (era A=l) 
123, 114nl!PHYS1CS 
MoD· fori 8:00 AM· 4:30 PM 
Mon -Fri 4:30 PM -Milnigbt (era A=l) 
SaI -51118:00 AM -«00 PM (COOc Aa:css) 
G-9, G-IO mOMAS JEFFERSON 
RESIDENCE HALL 
Sun- Thll 1l:ooAM-3:OOAMNuIDay 
I Yriday 11:00 AM -9:00 PM 
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Wednesday, February 19, 1997 
. ASUM 
lUre of the students concerns and sug-
gestions regarding important decisions 
that will affect the student body; 
Following the dinner and Snyder's 
discussions, AS UM members an-
nounced the upcoming ASUM Tenth 
Annual Student Lobby Day in Jefferson 
City at the State Capitol on Wednes-
day, February 26, from Ip.m. to 4 p.m. 
The Student Lobby Day will be coordi-
nated with the Alliance of Alumni As-
sociatipn, whose purpose is to advance 
from page 1 
the interests of the students of Mis-
souri universities. 
This day will be the perfect oppor-
tunity for student organizations to dis-
play all of their achievements and 
projects to Missouri Legislators. 
ASUM cordially invites everyone to 
come out and get acquainted with their 
senators and representatives. For more 
information about the Lobby Day, con-
tact ASUM at umrasum@umr.edu or 
call 341-4970. 
IwIDownard 
Last Thursday's ASUM dinner In UCE 
. Fair 
The fair is part of the National 
-Engineer's week activities that start on 
Sunday, February 16 and run through 
SalUrday, February 22. The celeBra-
tion was fIrst held in 1951 and has 
since become an annual event. The 
goal of the activities is to increase 
public awareness of the engineering 
profession. Each year a new theme is 
Eggert 
her master of business administration 
degree in · m';keting at Washington 
University in SI. Louis. 
In 1992 Eggert was promoted to 
vice president and marketing director 
of Corporate Product Management. In 
1995 she joined University of Mis: 
souri-Rolla as a developmental officer. 
Outside of her career, Eggert has 
been active in many community, edu-
cational and business organizaiions. 
She has served as vice president and as 
a board member of the Greater St. 
Louis Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI). She was also a contributing 
Scholarship 
vide scholarships for engineering stu-
dents. However, no· specific university 
was selected for the scholarships. Dr. 
Shirley Pearl, Hayes' niece and trustee 
of the Hayes estate, chose UMR to 
receive the scholarships. 
Pearl, a psychologist and educator, 
explained. "At this rime in our culture, 
We must emphasize engineering and 
science in order to succeed.in a global 
economy. My uncle kept in close con-
tact with his alma mater. I was im· 
pressed with the people [ met and pro-
grams [saw on my visit to the campus. 
I knew I didn't need to look f~;uier." 
"We are very pleased that'Dr.. Pearl 
chose to direct this gift to Mr: Hayes ' · 
alma mater," Chancellor John Park 
from page 2 
chosen. This year the theme is "Engi-
neers Make a World of Difference." 
Tonya Reuck is the coordinator of 
the program and a student at University 
of Missouri-Rolla. For more informa-
tion about National Engineer's Week 
or the technology fair contact Reuck at 
(573)364-5771 or send e-mail to 
trreuck@umr.edu. 
from page 2 
author and editor to the ED! Forum: A 
Journal of Electronic Data lnterchange 
and a frequent speaker to the XI2 
committee of American National Stan-
dards lnstitute. 
Eggert currently serves as a part-
time adjunct professor of business and 
marketing in Webster University's 
evening program. She is a member of 
the St. Louis Chapter of the National 
Society of Fund Raising Executives 
and 'of the Council for Advancement 
and Support of Education. She also 
finds time to be on the board of direc-
tors for the Ozark Actors Theater. 
from page 2 
said in announcing the gift. "This 
generous gift will ensure UMR contin-
ues its tradition of helping students 
become leaders in engineering and sci-
ence." 
Hayes graduated from what was 
then the Missouri School of Mines and 
Metallurgy in 1912 with a mining engi-
neering degree . He began working for 
American Zinc, Lead and Smelting Co. 
in 1916. In 1950, he sold his invention 
. to American Zinc, Lead, and Smelting. 
In 1958, Hayes received the posi-
tion of senior vice president and gen-
. eral manager from The Hidden Splen-
dor Mining Co. of Salt Lake City. He 
held that position until his death on 
April 28. 1962. at the age of 72 . 
.At • ____ -----------_ 
Mines 
Rese.;'chers here and at the other 
institutions will study the use of many 
methods of locating and neutralizing 
land mines and then in integrating those 
systems into land mine removal units. 
Methods of detection and deactivation 
to be researched include the use of 
sound wavo;s, ground penetrating ra-
dar, and the injection of electromag-
netic pulses into the ground to fInd and 
neutralize the mines. Robotic vehicles 
with remote infrared sensing abilities 
and mathematical' and computer mod-
els for detecting mines will be studied. 
At UMR, the Intelligent Systems 
Center will be in charge of the project. 
They will be assisted by the Rock Me-
chanics and Explosives Research Cen-
ter and the Center for Environmental 
Science and Technology. Work will be 
done in conjunction with the U.S. Army 
Engineering School at Ft. Leonard 
Wood in testing these new techniques 
at the Army base's mine fIeld. 
The four main areas of research in 
this project will be mine detection, 
mine identification, mine neutraliza-
tion, and system integration. In mine 
detection research, the University of 
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P et roleum 7 
electromagnetic detection system which 
can be used on mine tainted ground by 
overflying aircraft Ground penetrat-
ing radar systems will be studied at the 
University of Kansas . 
At UMR there will be four research 
teams in this area. Dr. Richard D. 
Rechtein of geological engineering will 
test acoustic methods of detection, much 
like those used in ultrasound. Profes-
sor of mining engineering and the di-
rector of the Rock Mechanics and Ex-
plosives Research Center, Dr. David 
Summers, will look into using waterjets 
to fInd buried mines. Dr. James L. 
Drewniak's research will study the use 
of electromagnetic interference as a 
way to detect mines. Dr. Shubhender 
Kapila, a professor of chemistry will 
study chemical means to find the con-
cealed mines. 
In the mine identifIcation phase of 
the project. Dr. Robert Mitchell, dean 
of UMR school of engineering will 
lead studies on the use of infrared 
sensors to identify different classes of 
mines. This work wilt' be done in con-
junction with UMC' s Dr. James Keller 
in combining sensing methods. Also at 
UMR, Dr. Richard DuBroff, an associ-
COC Placement Statistics 
Missouri Miner Page 17 
from page 2 
ate professor in electrical engineering, 
will study the use of sound waves to 
identify mines via "acoustic wave im-
aging." UTA will create computer 
models for mine detection and identifI-
cation methods and UMC will create 
three dimensional models. 
In the mine neutralization aspect of 
the project. UMC will study the use of 
electromagnetic energy to defuse mines, 
while UMR will look at waterjet. elec-
tromagnetic interference, and chemi· 
cal foam methods of neutralization. 
The final phase of the project will 
involve the combining of methods re-
searched. Carnegie Mellon will de-
velop methods to integrate these detec-
tion and neutralization systems into 
unmanned vehicles. 
Dr. Vinal S. Rao, a professor of 
electrical engineering and the director 
of the UMR Intelligent Systems Cen-
ter, will lead the development of intel-
ligent-&ystems to control these vehicles. 
Dr. Virgil· Flannigan of mechanical 
engineering will work with the Army 
in making the system usable and in 
testing it in mine fields. A web page 
for th~ project can be found at http:// 
www.isc.umr.eduflandmine.htrnl. 
Did not Accepted a Checked Attending Cbecked 
report to job "No Job" graduate "Otber" 
COC school 
25% 50% 25% 0 0 
57% 0 14% 29% 0 
50% 0 50% 0 0 
11.1% 33.3% 22.2% 33.3% O. 
0 0 33.3% 66.6% 0 
20.8% 75% 0 4.2% 0 
66.7% 8.3% 0 25% 0 
0 100% 0 0 0 
0 0 20% 80% 0 
66.7% 0 0 33.3% 0 
22.2% 66.7% 0 11.1% 0 
15% 37.5% 37.5% 10% 0 
18.6% 62.7% 10.2% 8.5% 0 
26.1% 58.7% 8.7% 6.5% 0 
23.8% 42.9% 28.6% 0 4.7% 
11.3% 73.2% 11.3% 4.2% 0 
33.3% 0 16.7% 50% 0 
15% 50% 30% 5% 0 
9.1% 36.4% 9.1% 45.5% 0 
0 100% 0 0 0 
0 85.7% 0 14.3% 0 
33.3% 0 44.5% 22.2% 0 
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Lady Miners 
shooting a 3·point shot and made all 
three freethrows to put UMR down by 
only three with only 31 seconds on the 
clock. Washburn got the ball back and 
Stacy Wewe was fouled by Martens. 
She missed the front end of a one-and· 
one freethrow and Hartman got the ball 
and made a lay-up. The Miners were 
down liy only one with 12 seconds on 
the clock. Dee Johnson fouled 
Olberding and she missed the front end 
of a one·and·one freethrow and the 
Miners had control of the ball again . 
A timeout was called with three 
seconds on the clock. Hartman got the 
inbounds pass and was fouled on the 
shot She missed both freethrows and 
the Miners lost the game by one point. 
Hartman had a great second half. She 
was 8-11 from the field and had four 
rebounds. Mills was the leading s~orer 
for the game with 24. She was followed 
by Emily Shopper and Olberding with 
23 and 21 respectively. Martens had 
nine assists. In the second half! the 
Miners shot 62.1 % from the field. 
They had a total of 37 rebounds in 
comparison with the Lady Blues, 31. 
"I don't know if we will play 
better than this," said Roberts, "we had 
the fewest turnovers and the highest 
field goal percentage of the season. I 
don't think it all came down to that 
last play! we had some turnovers 10 the 
first half that gave them some easy 
baskets. We out rebounded and outshot 
them. We did a great job of execution 
on offense," Roberts said, "Mills hit 
three big freethrows and they misses 
two front ends. They had to foul 
Hartman. She is the Semor on the team 
from page 10 Miners 
andsh.ewantedtheball.Ifsheisstrong have to go on the road and beat 
enough to want it, then she is strong Southern." 
enough to handle the consequences. If The Miners top scorers for the 
we had it to do again, we would do it game were Tim Holloway with 17 
exactly the same way." points, Terry Smith with 16, and Jeff 
On Wednesday, February 12, the Kokal with 13. Once again, though, 
Lady Miners faced the Lincoln Lady 
Blue TIgers. The Miners pulled off a 
big. win. The final score was 81-55. In 
the firsthalf, the Lady Miners shot 
42.4% from the field, compared to 
their opponents 25%. UMR was 11· 
the story for the Miners came down to 
bad shooting percentage. They hit only 
33% of their shots for the game, and 
only 12.5% from three point range. 
Meanwhile , thanks to a stronger 
second half perfonnance, Washburn hit 
12 from the freethrow line an 5.13 41 % of their shots for the game and 
from three point range. The half time went eight for 20 from beyond the three 
sco re was 44-23, UMR with a point arc. 
commanding lead. The Miners also suffered a 
The second half was good for the discouraging loss to last place Lincoln 
Miners as well. They continued to this past Wednesday. The loss came 
shoot well from the field making 13. on the heet.; of a two game winning 
27 from the field. They made 3·8 from streak just ..... hen it looked like things 
the three point line and finished the were turning around for the team. The 
game shooting 82.6% from the win didn 'tdo much for Lincoln but put 
freethrow line. them at 3·12 in the MIAA, well out of 
Mills fmished the game as high post·season consideration, but a victory 
scorer with 21 points . Next were 
from page 9 
all the same. At the same time the 
Miners fell to their, now, 6·10 MIAA 
record, and keeps them as one of the 
"bubble" teams as far as the post -
season tournament is concerned. 
Both Lincoln and UMR shot 
about forty percent for the game, and 
had nearly identical three point efforts, 
so naturally the game was close. The 
game went to double over time in fact , 
where Lincoln eventually pulled away 
to the 87-81 victory. 
Terry Smith proved to be the star 
from the Miner's end, netting 35 points 
in the game on 11 for 17 shooting. of 
which ten were three pointers. 
Lincoln 's game was practically the 
definition of a balanced scoring attack. 
They had five players reach double 
digits in scoring, two others scored at 
least seven, and no player scored over 
15 for the team. One other contributing 
factor to the game was the turnover 
LeAnn Farmer and Dee Johnson with 
. 18 each. Mills and Fischer each had 
seven rebounds 
"We came out with a lot of 
enthusiasm to start the game. We were 
as focused as we have been all year. 
We played a bunch of kids. Mills shot 
the ball well and Johnson played well. 
Farmer played very strong. She is 
really stepping up. We are getting 
really strong guard play, and we 
If you get this booklet, 
you won't need a form. 
Just a phone. 
• weren't at the beginning of the 
season." 
The results of Monday's game 
with Truman State were unavailable 
at press time. 
This year, millions will file their to: returns by phDRI -
using TeltHla, a free ur'lil:ll from the IRS. The call is iuy 
and refunds are rut. Cheek your mail for a TeleFile booklet. 
~~ Department ollhe Treasury 
~tlIn Internal Revenue Service iii TeleFile 
http://www.;rs .• ,trea, .g'v 
A stroke can chang 
our life forever 
It', fr ... It', fast. It works. 
Eleventh Annual 
Wednesday, February 19, 1997 
Band fro~ page 11 
"Our teams need it. If we 
didn't gel into it, probably no one 
else would," Freshman Melvin 
Harris said. 
"[We get involved) because 
nobody else will. We get the team 
going. It helps the team. We get 
the crow!l going with them . We 
kind of help the cheerleaders. It's 
fun to be in the game like that," 
Porter said. 
"It's sort of a chain reaction. 
Somebody starts supporting the 
team, then more people start, and 
it just keeps building," Wachtel 
said. 
There are no smaI 
vK:tories n Ire WJht 
agai1st reart cisease, ~ 
American Heart • 
Association ... 
Ie 1992, American Heart J\ssocia:ion 





NO FEES 6 SEC BILLING 
INTERSTATE I NATIONW ID E 
FREE CALLING CARD 
1 800-564-4348 
. *$200-$500WEEKLY* 
Mailing phone cards. No eXperience necessary. 
Formoreinfonnation send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to: Global Communication, 
P.O. Box 5679, Hollywood, FL 33083 
-. --:t:~T 
ThurSday, March 13' 1997 
;<9 ·00 a m 3 ·00 p' : m'~,;& ',~ . •• -. • . \%: 
". 
'l3if& !Fe6ruary 28, register at your pUutment pffiu. 
, , C/ia1Jje is $5 ,+"", 
54,fter !Ft6ru.rary 28, registtr at tli.e Jo6 !Fair 
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AMERICAN AIRLINES 
P.O. Box 582809 MD165 
Tulsa, OK 74158-2809 
Attn: Ms. Iris Culp, Human Resources Rep, 
Degree level: B M Minimum GPA: 2,450 
Majors: AERO CHE ELEC MECH 
Grad Dates:0597 0797 
Position Available: Full-time EngIneer 
Position location: Unknown 
Deadline for submitting (esumes: February 20 
Interview Date: 02/27 
Chicago, Il 60600<>767 
Attn: Ms. Holly Stanton, Senior Recruiter 
Degree level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2,950 
Majors: MECH 
Grad Dates:1296 0591'0797 1297 
Citizenship: US/perm 
POSition Available: Mechanical EngIneer 
Position location: Northem illinois 
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: February 14 - 8:00 a,m, 
Missouri Miner 
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
4050 legato Road 
Method: PRS-OPEN 
Interview Date: 03/11 
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall Take transcript to the Interview. 
'fIWW.ucm,com 
Fairfax, VA 22033 
Attn: Ms. Carter Iseman, Recrultll'lg Coordinator 
Degree level: B M Minimum GPA: 2,95,0 
Majors: ElEC EMAN CMPS MGTS ECON 
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797 1297 
Citizenship: US/ Perm 
Position Available: Consultant 
Position location: Chicago; Al; VA; Topeka; Other major U.S, cities 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 24 
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, March 10, 7:00 p,m.-Meramec Room-UCE 
Students Interviewing should bring transcript and 2 or 3 page writingsample. 
http://www.amsinc.com 
ANHEUSER BUS,CH Method: PRS-OPEN 
COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP 
301 West 11th Street 
Kansas City, MO 64105 
Method: PRS-OPEN 
Interview Date: 03/:!-0 
Attn: Ms. Juliet Carroll, Human Resources Represent. 
Degree level: B Minimum GPA: 2,450 
Majors: CMPS MGTS 
Grad Dates: 1297 9597 0797 
Citizenship: US/Perm 
Position Available: Associate Analyst 
Deadline for submitting resume; February 24 
This is the Continuum Division, 
www.csc.com 
One Busch Place MC 181 Interview Date: 03/05 DST SYSTEMS Method: PRS-OPEN 
Interview Date: 03/12 St, louis, MO 63118 333 West 11th Street 
Attn: Ms. lynn Harrison, Staffing Specialist Kansas City, MO 64105 
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2,500 Attn: Ms, Kristin Duello, Human Resoures Represent, 
Majors: CHE MECH Degree level: B Minimum GPA: 2,000 
Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297 Majors: CMPS MGTS 
Citizenship: US/ Perm Grad Dates:0597 0797 1297 
Posit ion Available: Project Engr· Information in 301 Norwood Hall Citizenship: US/Perm 
Position location: St. louis, MO Position Available: Applications Programmer 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 20 Position location: Kansas City, MO 
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Sunday, March 3 - 5:30 p,m,-Centennial Hall West· Pizza will Deadline for submitting resumes: February 25 
be served - Casual dress. Attendance encouraged, www.dstsystems.com 
BAXTER HEAlTHCARE CORP 
1901 Highway 201 North 
Mountain Home, AR 72653 
Method: PRS-OPEN 
Interview Date: 03/11, 03/12 
Attn: Mr, Stephen Smith, Assistant H,R. Manager 
Degree level: B Minimum GPA: 2,750 
Majors: CHE ElEC EMAN MECH CHEM CMPS 
Grad Dates:0597 0797 
EMPOWER TRAINERS & CONSULTANTS, INC. Method: PRS-OPEN 
9401 Indian Creek Park Interview Date: 02/27 
Overland Park, KS 66210 
Attn: Ms. Ann Sherrill , Human Resources Coordinator 
Degree level: B M Minimum GPA: 2,450 
Majors: CIV,l ElEC EMAN MECH CMPS MGTS 
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797 1297 
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Position Available: Project Engr; Quality Engr; Industrial Engr;Manufacturing Engr 
Position location: Mtn, Home, AR 
:INTERVIEW SCHEDULE Will BE SET UP FROM RESUMES RECEIVED AT THE CAREERFAIR 
ON FEBRUARY 26, 1997, Stop by their booth an resume at that time. 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 24 
CATERPILlAR COMPANY 
100 NE Adams Street 
Peoria, Il 61629-1490 
Method: Open 
Interview Date: 02/20 
Attn: Ms. Jean Barker, Corp Professional Employmen 
Degree level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.800 
Majors: EMAN ElEC MECH 
Grad Dates:0597 0797 
Citizenship: US/perm 
Position Available: Marketing 
Position location: illinois 
OPEN SIG~P DATE: Immediately 
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednes, Feb 19 - 7:00 pm - UCE Cafeteria 
2,80/4.00 GPA required In overall and major. 
Info available In 301 NorwoodHall. Transcript & company application should be taken to 
Interview -applications available In 301 Norwood. 
ComEd 
Chicago, Il 60600<>767 
Method: OpenP, 0, Box 767 
Interview Date: 02/27 
Attn: Ms, Holly Stanton, Senior Recruiter 
Degree level: B M Ph.D Minimum GPA: 2,950 
Majors: ElEC 
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797 1297 
Citizenship: US/perm 
Position Available: Electrical Engineer 
Position location: Northem illinois 
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: February 14 - 8:00 a,m, 




ERNST & YOUNG/WRIGHT KILLEN 
5847 San felipe, SUite 3300 
Houston, lX 77057 
Attn: Ms. Valarie Randall , Recruiter ' 
Method: PRS-OPEN 
Interview Date: 03/06 
• Degree level: B Minimum GPA: , 2,950 
Majors: CHE MECH PETR CHEM CMPS 
Grad Dates:1296 0597 07971297 
Position Available: Staff Consultant 
Position location: Houston, lX 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 21 
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall 
HONEYWELl, INC Method: PRS-OPEN 
P,O, Box 29000 Interview Date: 
Phoenix, AZ 85038 
Attn: Mr, Kent Bradt, Service Team Leader, HR 
Degree level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Majors: ElEC CMPS PHYS 
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797 
Citizenship: US/perm 
Position Location: Phoenix, AZ 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 21 
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INTEL CORPORATION Method: PRS-OPEN 
2200 Mission College Blvd Interview Date: 03/ 24 
MS:RN2'{)2 Santa Clara, CA 95052 
Attn: Mr. Ram Huggahalll, 
Degree level: B M PhD .Mlnlmum GPA: 2.950 
Majors: ElEC CMPS CHE MET 
Grad Dates:0597 0797 
Position Available: Info Tech; SW Engr; HW Manuf; HW Engr; IC Engr;IC Manuf 
Position location: AZ.; CA; NM; OR; WA; TX 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 25 
Information on positions available In 301 Norwood Hall. 
.Thls will be a VIEWnet Interview. 
www.lntel.com 
KIMBERLY CLARK CORPORATION 
401 North lake 
Method: PRS-OPEN 
Interview Date: 03/17 
Neenah, WI 54956 
Attn: Ms. Kay Kebeneln, Recruitment Assistant 
Degree level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.750 
Majors: . ElEC MECH 
Grad Dates:0597 00 
Citizenship: US/ Perm 
Position Available: Information available In 301 Norwood Hall 
Position location: Various 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 19 - 12:00 noon 
This Is a VIEWnet Interview and a K1mbeny Clark Job Fair. 
http://www.klmbeny.<:lark.com 
LACLEDE GAS COMPANY 
720 Olive Street Room 
st. louis, MO 63101 
Method: PRS-OPEN 
Interview Date: 03/11 
Attn: Mr. Bill Reardon , Manager of Employment 
Degree level: B Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Majors: CMPS MGTS 
Grad Dates: 1296 0597 0797 
Citizenship: US/perm 
Posit ion Available: Information Systems - Systems Analyst 
Position location: St. louis, MO 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 24 
HONEYWELL. INC. 
PO Box 21111 Date of Interview: 
Phoenix, AZ. 85036-1111 . 
Mr. John W. Gewecke 
Majors: ElEC CMPS PHYS 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Must be at least Sophomore standing. 
Position Available: Summer Intem 
Position location: Phoenix, AZ. 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 21 
SIGMA CHEMICAL 
3050 Spruce Street 
St. louis, MO 63103 
Mr. Sean Jackson, Techn ical Recruiter 
Majors: CHE 
Minimum GPA: 2.500 
Must be at least Junior standing. 
Position Available: Summer Intemshlp 
Posit ion Location: St. louis, MO 
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: Imrpedlately 
Method: Open 
Date of Interview: 02/18 
MICRON DISPLAY 
3000 South Denver Way 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
Method: PRS-OPEN 
Intervlev,: Qate: 03/12 
Attn: Ms. Mandy Kayler, Human Resources 
Degree level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Majors: CER CHE ElEC CHEM PHYS 
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797 
Position Available: Process Engineers 
Position location: Boise, ID 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 25 
www.mlcron./mdt . 
Wednesday, February 19, 1997 
MINNESOTA MINING & MFG 
5400 Route B 
Method: PRS-OPEN 
Interview Date: 03/05 
Columbia, MO 65202 
Attn : Mr. Ruben Funk, Project Engr. Supervisor 
Degree level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Majors: C!;E ElEC MECH 
Grad Dates:1296 0597 0797 
Cltlzensl1lp: US/Perm 
Position Available: Project Engr; Process Engr; Maln~enance Engr 
Position location: Columbia, MO 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 21 
SCHREIBER FOODS, INC 
PO Box 608 10 Dairy St 
Monett, MO 65708 
Attn: Mr. Jim Ingle, .HR Team Leader 
Method: PRS-OPEN 
Interview Date: 03/07 
Degree level: B Minimum GPA: 2.750 
Majors: CHE ElEC EMAN MECH 
Grad Dates:0597 0797 
Citizenship: US Only 
Position Available: Team Advlsor.producat/on 
POSition location: Midwest US 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 21 \ 
PRE·RECRUITMENT MEETING: Thurs, March 6 - 7:~ p.m: - 216 McNutt Hall 
CANCEllATIONS: 
Owens-Illinois - February 20th - Mechanical Schedule 
Honda R&D - F.ebruary 27th - Cancelled 
P.O. Box 2240 03/07 
Spr1ngtIeld, MO 65801-2240 
Mr. John F. Gnesemer 
Majors: CIVl MIN 
Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Must be at least Junior standing. 
Position Available: Summer Mining Intem 
Position location: Spr1ngtIeld, MO 
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 21 
Come 15 minutes eany to the Interview to view a tape. 
DRUNK DRMNG DOEsN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS .. 
Nathan Hollingsworth, killed July 30, 1991 at 1:20 pm on 1-20, Pea1'l, Miss. 
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him. 
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself? 
~..:;. n :) " ' V ;"t l 10-' ,. c: '" ' . ~ 1 
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POWER & COl 
~ Wednesday, Februar)' 19, 1997 
Company: Alrtrol Inc. Sign-up Method: PR5-0PEN 
Date of Interview: 03/11 
Majors: CHE CIVL EMAN MECH US/Penn 
Minimum GPA: 2 .250 Must be ' Junior Senior standing. 
Sign-up released 2/18/ 97 
DEADLINE 2/25/ 97 BAM 
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/ JUNE 1997' 
SALES POSITION - JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE 3030 NORWOOD HALL CO-OP OFFICE 
Company: American AIr1ines . ' 
Date of Interview: 03/ 04 
Majors: AERO ELEC MECH CHE 
Sign-up MethOd: pR5-0PEN 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign-up released 2/13/97 
DEADLINE 2/2C>/97 BAM 
WORK LOCATION: TULSA, OKLAHOMA . 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE WITH A SUMMER AND FALL WORK 
Company: Chaparral Steel 
Date of Interview: 03/06 
Majors: MECH ELEC 
Minimum GPA: 2.000 
Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign-up released 2/20i 97 
DEADLINE 2/27/ 97 BAM 
Work Locat ion: Midlothian, Texas 
start work May/ June 1997 or August 1997 
Missouri Miner 
Sign-up Method: Open 
JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT THE co-op OFFICE, 3030 NORWOOD HALL 
Company: Engineering DynamiCS Intematlonal Sign-up Method: PR5-0PEN 
Date of Interview: 03/ 07 
Majors: ELEC MECH PHYS 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing. 
Sign-up released 2/ 14/97 
DEADLINE 2/ 21/97 BAM 
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
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_Company: Amsted Industries 
Date of Interview: 03/18 
Majors: MECH MET ELEC 
Sign-up Method: PR5-0PEN 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997 THROUGH TO DEC 1997 OR ALTER-
NATING MAY/JUNE 1997, JANUARY 1998 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing. 
Sign-up released 2/25/97 
Deadline - 3/4/97 
Work location: various location 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESS) ON May/June 1997 or August 1997 
Company: Anh Busch-Utll Aff-ELEC,CIVL,CHE,ME Sign-up Method: PR5-0PEN 
Date of Interview: 03/04 
Company: General Motors 
Date of Interview: 02/27 
Majors: ELEC MECH CHE EMAN 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Sign-up released 2/13/97 
DEADLINE 2/20/97 8am 
Sign-up Method: Open 
US/Penn 
WORK LOCATION: WENTZVILLE, MISSOURI (ST. LOUIS AREA) 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997 
Majors: CHE CIVL ELEC US/penn Company: General Motors - Delco Elect. 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior · standing. Date of Interview: 02/27 
SIgn-up Method: Open 
Sign-up released 2/12/97 Majors: MECH ELEC 
Deadline 2/20/ 97 8:00am Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Freshman Sophomore standing. 
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO Sign-upreleased 2/ 13/97 
INFORMATION MEETING: MON, MARCH 3, UCE -<:ENTENNIAL HALL. 5:30PM DEADLINE 2/20/97 BAM 
ATIENDANCE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED - CASUAL DRESS - JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE WORK LOCATION: KOKOMO, INDIANA 
AT THE CO -OP OFFICE #28, 3030 NORWOOD HALL 
Work Period: MAY/JUNE-December 97 
UTILlTY,AFFAIRS - CIVL, CHE. ELEC AS OF 02/ 13/97 
Company: AnhBusch-f'roject Engineering Group Sign-up Method: PR5-0PEN 
Date of Interview: 03/04 
Majors: MECH CHE US/penn 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 
Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
, Slgn-up released 2/12/97. 
DEADLINE 2/20/97 BAM 
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO 45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS 
JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFFICE #122-
INFORMATION MEETING MARCH 3 , 5:30 PM CENTENNIAL HALL UCE-<:ASUAL DRESS -
ATIENDANCE STRONGLY ENCOURAGED. 
WORK .PERIOD: MAY/JUNE THROUGH DEC 
. PROJECT ENGINEERING: MECH CHE 
Company: ANHEUSER BUSCH 
Date of Interview: . 03/04 
1997 
Sign-up Method: PR5-0PEN 
Majors: ELEC CIVL EM AN MECH CMPS MGTS US/Penn 
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign-up released 2/12/97 
DEADLINE 2/20/97 8:00AM • 
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO 
JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE IN THE CO-OP OFFICE # 29 
WORK PERIOD: MAY/JUNE 1997 TO DECEMBER 1997-INFO MTG MARCH 3 5:3(}PM 
UCE- CENTENNIAL HALL'{;ASUAL DRES5-STRONGLY ENCOURAGED TO AmND 
POWER & CONTROLS, SYSTEM DEY. GP, ENGR & DESIGN, PLANNING GROUP 
Company: Argonne National Lab. Sign-up Method: PR5-0PEN 
Majors: CHEM PHYS CMPS CER CHE CIVL ELEC MECH MET 
Company: Huffman Engineering 
Date of Interview: 03/ 07 
Majors: ELEC 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 
Sign-up released 2/14/97 
DEADLINE 2/21/97 BAM 
WORK LOCATION: LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1997 
Company: Monsanto Company 
Date of Interview: 03/04 
Majors: CMPS MGTS ELEC 
Sign-up Method: Open . 
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing. 
Sign-up released 2/18/97 
DEADLINE 2/ 25/97 BAM 
Work L!>catlon: St. Louis, Mo., Chicago, IL, Muscatine, Iowa Luling, LA and Alvin, Texas 
INFORMATION MEETING- UCE 211 MERAMEC ROOM 6-7PM ALL STUDENTS INTERVIEW-
ING WITH MONSANTO ,ARE 'ASKED TO 'AmND,- 1 HOUR INTERVIEWS-JOB DESCRIP-
TION AVAILABLE 3030 NORWOOD CO-OP OFC - PICK UP MONSANTO APPLICATION 3030. 
NORWOOD, BEFORE INTERVIEW 
Company: Monsanto-{;arondelet Plant 
Date of Interview: 03/21 
Majors: CHE MECH US Only 
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN 
Minimum GPA: 3.150 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign-up released 2/28/97 
DEADLINE 3/7/97 BAM 
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 
POSITION TITLE - PRODUCTION ENGINEER 
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JUNE/DEC 1997 
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Company: Noranda Aluminum Sign-up Method: Open 
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY, ARGONNE, ILLINOIS (CHICAGO) IS INTERESTED IN Date of Interview: 02/27 
QUALIAED CANDIDATES WHO WILL BE AVAILABLE IN THE FALL 1997 FOR A CO-OP WORK Majors: ELEC MECH 
SESSION. PLEASE STOP BY THE CO-OP OFFICE, 3030 NORWOOD AND PICK UP AN Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Junior Senior standing. 
APPLICATION. I WILL SEND IT ALONG WITH YOUR RESUME. ARGONNE EMPLOYS MORE Sign-up released 2/13/97 
THAN 100 CO-OP STUDENTS EACH YEAR FROM VARIOUS COLLEGES (NOTE: NOT DEADLINE 2/20/97 BAM 
INTERVIEWING ON-<:AMPUS) Work location: New Madrid, MO AS OF 02/13/97 
Company: Baxter Healthcare Sign-up Method: PR5-0PEN 
Date of Interview: 03/10 
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN MECH CHEM CMPS 
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior standing. 
Sign-up released 2/17/97 
DEADLINE 2/ 24/97 8AM 




All '1rganizati'1nal meeting times 8:00 pm: Student Uni'1n Board. "A 7:00 pm: S
UB M'1vieFriday.I04 ME 
and places are provided by the Stu· Midsummer Night's Dream." Leach 
7:00 pm: AlChE. G-3 Sc/lrenk 
dent Activity Center, 218 UCW. Theatre,Castleman 9:00pm: SU
BM'1vieFriday.I04ME 
Please send all changes t'1 the af'1re· 
2:30 pm: V'1lleyball Club, Rec Center 
menti'1ned '1ffice. 
7:00 pm: College DemQcrats. 216 
McNutt 
10:30 am: SL Pats C'1mmittee Singing 
at the Puck 
11:30 am: Student Council Blood 
Drive, Centennial Hall, UCE 
12:30 pm: Civil Engineering 
Environmental Engineering Program 
Seminar, ''Responsibilities at Landfill 
Sites in a Closed State," by Steve 
Fremmer. 203 CE 
2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec Center 
3:30 pm: Chapter of Student 
Environmental Action Coalition slide 
presentation "Toxic Mining in 
Missouri, " by Sarah Bantz. 227 Fulton 
4:00 pm: Volleyball Club Women's 
practice, Rec Center 
4:30 pm: Career Opportunities Center 
Resume Writing Workshop. 201 
Norwood 
4:30 pm: Society of Women Engineers 
Egg Drop Contest. TJ Hall 
5:30 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon. 206 
McNutt 
6:00 pm: Chess Club. Gallery, UCE 
6:00 pm: Society of Petroleum 
Engineers, G-5 HSS 
6:00 pm: Spelunkers Club, 204 
McNutt 
6:30 'pm: Student Union Board, Dr. 
Knight Shakespeare Lecture, 138 
Castleman 
6:30 pm: Blue Key. 216 ME 
7:00 pm: College Democrats. 216 
McNutt 
7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club. 110 
Buehler 
7:00 pm: Omega Chi Epsilon. G-3 
Schrenk 
7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk 
7:30 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi. 125 
Schrenk 
7:30 pm: Bahai Club. Meramec Rm 
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers. 
212 McNutt 
8:00 am: UMR Engineering Week 
Technology Fair, Rolla Middle School. 
III I Soest Rd 
9:30 am: Multi-Cultural Educational 
Support Program Coffee Taik, "A 
Variety of World Poetry," by Gene 
Doty. 107 Norwood -
11:30 am: Student Council Blood 
Drive, Centennial Hall. UCE 
1:30 pm: Academic Council, 204 
McNutt 
4:00 pm: Volleyball Club. Rec Center 
4:30 pm: Civil Engineering Graduate 
seminar, "Moving Truss." by Robert 
Gevecker, 217 CE 
6:00 pm: AIChE, Committee on 
legislation. CSF 109 
6:00 pm: Campus Christian 
Fellowship. Mark Twain Rm. UCE 
6:30 pm: Career Opportunities Center 
Career Fair Workshop. Missouri Rm, 
UCE 
6:30 pm: Intercollegiate Knights. 204 
McNutt 
6:30 pm: Baptist Student Union 
Worship Service, 610 W. 10th St 
7:00 pm: Gaming Association, 231 
McNutt 
7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsiion, 139 
Schrenk 
7:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF 
7:00 pm: Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship. Sunrise Rm. UCE 
7:00 pm: Koinonia. WalnutRm. UCW 
7:00 pm: ACM, 213 MCS 
8:00 pm: Academic Competition 
Organization. 314 CE 
8:00 pm: Solar Car Team. 104 EMgt 
2:30 pm: Volleyball Club. Rec Center 
7:00 pm: Show Me Anime. 204 
McNutt 
AU Day: Helix Life Science Club Girl 
Scout Workshop, Schrenk Hall 
10:00 am: Tau Beta Pi. Mark Twain 
Rm.UCE 
2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE 
7:00 pm: SUB Movie Friday. 104 ME 
7:30 pm: "Dinner to Jazz." SL Louis 
jazz musicians. The Bosman Twins. 
Centennial Hall. UCE 
7:30 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon Retreat. 
204 McNutt 
9:00 pm: SUB Movie Friday. 104 ME 
12:00 pm: Chi Omega Fifth Annual 
f"aghetti Dinner. Chi Omega 1607 N. 
Pipe St. 
2:00 pm: Chinese Student Assn., 216 
ME 
4:00 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha. Walnut 
Rm.UCW 
7:00 pm: Sigm'a Phi Epsilon. 139 
Schrenk 
8:30 pm: Omega Sigma, 204 McNutt 
12:00 pm: University Orators Chapter 
of Toastmasters International. Missouri 
Rm.UCE' 
3:30 pm: Mathematics Colloquium. 
"Spectra:l Properties of Quasilinear 
Elliptic Operators," by Klaus Schmitt, 
209-209A MCS 
4:30 pm: Career Opportunities Center 
Career Fair' Workshop. 201 Norwood 
4:30 pm: Chemistry seminar. 
"Multidimensional R apid Gas 
Chromatography." by John Phillips. G-
3 Schrenk 
5:30 pm: Spanish Club. 203 HSS 
7:00 pm: Christian Science. Sunrise 
Rm. UCE 
7:00 pm: National Society of Black 
Engineers. 204 McNutt 
, 
8:00 pm: Academic Competition 
Organization. 314 CE 
3:30 pm: Computer Science 
Department Colloquium, "Segmentation 
& Automated Inspection of PCBs," by . 
Fikret Ercal.J 09 MCS 
7:30 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi. 125 
Schrenk 
5:00 pm: !FC. 216 McNutt 
5:00 pm: Society of Women Engineers. 
206 McNutt 
6:30 pm: Student Council. Missouri 
Rm.UCE 
6:45 pm: Circle K. 117 ME 
7:00 pm: Film Festival - The Bro/her 
from Ano/her Planet, Leach Theatre, 
Castleman 
7:00 pm: Assoc . of Engineering 
Geologists. 211 McNutt 
7:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi. G-3 Schrenk 
7:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, G-5 HSS 
8:00 pm: SUB Concert The Nathalie 
Cote Band, UCE Cafeteria 
9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society. 208 
Harris -
9:30 pm: Delta Omicron Lambda, 126 
Schrenk 
9:30 pm: Juggling Club, RecCenter 
9:00 am: Career Opportunities Center 
"Spring Career Fair," Centennial Hall, 
UCE 
10:30 am: SL Pats Committee. Singing 
at the Puck 
12:00 pm: Booster Club. Pizza Inn 
2:30 pm: Volleyball Club. Rec Center 
4:00 pm: Volleyball Club Women's 
practice. Rec Center 
5:30 pin: Sigma Gamma Epsilon. 206 
McNutt 
6:00 pm: Chess Club. Gallery, UCE 
6:00 Pili: Spelunkers Club, 204 
McNutt 
6:00 pm: AS ME. 104 ME 
7:00 pm: Amateur Radio C)ub. 110 
Buehler 
7:00 pm: lEE\? 117 CE 
fllllctions, 
7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk 
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineen, 
212 ~cNutt 




Did you know that the MSM.UMR 
Alumni Office will forward your UMR 
e-mail for up to one year following your 
departure from UMR. An active UMR 
account, a request for forwarding. IOd 
the new e-mail address to forward mail 
to must be provided for. this service. 
For,more information, see the Alumni 
Web P.age at http://www.umr.edu/ 
alwnni/. 
CofreeTalks 
The Multicultural Educational Support 
Program invites faculty. staff and 
students to a series of coffee talks from 
9-11aril on Thursdays at the MESP 
Office in Room 107 Norwood Hail 
Free coffee, homemade pastries and 
good conversation are included. 'On the 
third Thursd.ay of every month, MESP 
will have a guest host to lead 
discussions. The line-up of guest hosts 
includes: Variety of World Poetry with 
Professor Doty, February 20; Preview 
of "Sou1/1 Pacific" with John Woodfin, 
. Marcli.20; "Voices of Inspiration" sings 
songs from CD entitled "Missouri Stale 
Wide Gospel Choir"; and Stress Reliever 
with Ann Wilks. May IS. 
Freshman Orientation needs your 
help 
Volunteers are 'keded to assist with the 
Freshman Orientation weekends. You 
can make a difference by informing 
prospective students of why UMR 
should be their fITSt choice, have fun 
and take a break from your normal 
routine. Freshman Orientation dates 
are: February 21. March 7. March 31, 
April 25. June II . and June 13, 1997. 
For more information. contact OSAC 
at 341-4211 or pfrisbee@umr.edu. or 
stop by the Center for Personal and 
Professional Developmen!. 204 
Norwood Hall . ' 
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Share-A-Ride 
Need a ride home for spring break? Or 
want to give someone a lift home? The 
World Wide Web can help. You can 
find another UMR student who lives 
near where you are going by using the 
following procedure: From UMR's 
home page, click on Registrar's Office 
under For Students .. Then click on 
CAPS, Reports, Grades & other 
student info. Put in student ID number, 
then pin number. Click Submit Request 
Next, choose #11, share-a-ride and 
submit query. Finally follow, the 
instructions. 
career in the area of natural resources or 
environmental law are eligible. 
* Prior TWA Scholarship recipients are 
eligible to reapply. 
* Applicanls will be evaluated on the 
basis of grade point average, GRE 
scores (where available), research, and 
other relevant experience. Applications 
available in the Student Financial Ajd 
. Office, G-l Parker Hall : Application . 
deadline is March 14, 1997. 
SME St. Louis Chapter No. 17 
Scholarship . 
The Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers (SME) St. Louis SME 
MSM Spelunkers Club Chapter No. 17. through the SME 
The MSM Spelunkers Club has been , Education Foundatjon, will support 
busy this semester with recreational scholarships to worthy full-time 
caving triP.", cave clean-ups, cave rescue 
training, mapping, and has hosted a 
number of guest speakers. All are 
I welcome, including new members, at the 
I weekly meetings on Wednesdays at 
16:00 pm in 204 McNutt. 
I Research Assistance Program 
Having trouble getting started oli your 
research? Stuck for a topic or unsure 
, where to turn next? Need help finding 
material on your topic? Try using the 
Library's Research Assistance Program. 
It provides consultations with reference 
librarians who will help you with your 
research. The reference librarian will 
help you develop a search strategy, 
identify appropriate subject headings 
in MERLIN and indices, and find a 
topic for your research assignment. To 
arrange a consultation, fill out a 
reference assistance form at the library 
and make an appointment to consult 
with a reference librarian or call 341-




Reminder to students for priority aid 
(ie: University Loan, Work Study, 
SEOG) your Free Application for 
Federal Studen: Aid for the 97/98 
academic year should be to the 
processor by March 3,1997. Any 
questions, contact the StudentFinancial 
Aid Office; G-l Parker Hall. 
Trans World Airlines, Inc, 
Scholarship 
ELIGIBILITY: 
• Student.must currently be residents 
of the State of Missouri as defined by 
the rules of the Board of Curators. 
• Graduate and undergraduate 
applicants must be currently enrolled. 
or accepted for admissio.n to an 
academic program at the University of 
Missouri in environmental engineering 
or environmental science .. Graduate 
students are eligible al any level: 
undergraduate students must have 
completed 60 hours of college course 
work, not necessarily at the University 
of Missouri. 
• Law students who intend to pursue a 
students who are enrolled in a degree 
program in r:,anufacturing engineering, 
industrial technology, or other 
manufacturing related program at one 
of the approved institutions listed 
below wmch mainWn an SME Chapter 
No. 17 Student Chapter. 
.• Scholarship applicants must be full-
time students enrolled in · a 
manufacturing engineering, industrial 
technology, or other related program. 
• Applicants must be a Junior or below. 
• Scholarship applicants must possess 
an overall mirumum grade point average 
(GPA) of3.5 on a4.0 scale. (Graduate 
students will not be eligible for this 
scholarship.) 
• Students applying in their freshmen 
yearof college must use their high school 
Senior year to establish their GPA. At 
this level, eligible applicants must have 
a minimum 3.0 GPA on a4.0 scale. 
110: Each recipient must maintain an 
overall 3.0 GPA on a 4.0 scale and a 
mirumum 3.0 GPA in manufacturing! 
engineering courses to continue their 
eligibility for this award through the 
academic year. 
• Students may submit a scholarship 
application in succeeding years. 
* Need is a consideration in awarding 
scholarships only when two or more 
applicants have equal qualifications. 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall. 
Application must be submitted by 
March 1, 1997. 
Missouri Society of Telephone 
Engineers 
The Missouri Society of Telephone 
Engineers will award one $1000.00 
scholarship to one engineering student 
attending the University of Missouri ' 
Rolla. Our desire is that the student 
possessing the greatest financial need 
be awarded this scholarship, provided 
the student meets the following 
eligibility requirements: 
• He/She must be a junior or senior 
student in good standing in an 
engineering curriculum leading to a 
bachelor of science degree. 
• He/She must have an overall grade 
point average of 3.0 out of 4 .0. (or 
equivalent) or better. 
• He/Sh~ must be a·Missouri resident. 
~.7Z"",, ______________________________ __ 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
Applications must be returned to' the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I 
Parker Hall, by: February 24, 1997. 
The Midwest Concrete Industry 
Board,Inc. 
The Mid-West Concrete Industry 
Board has established a perpetual fund 
known as the Mid-West Concrete 
Industry Board Education Fund. This 
Fund is an endowment fund that will 
provide financial assistance to college 
engineering students pursuing a 
Bachelor of Science or higher degree that 
includes concrete and concrete design 
courses as an integral part of their degree 
program. 
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS: 
• The applicant's permanent residence 
as indicated on college records or the 
high school or record must be within 
the states of Kansas or Missouri and 
either (a) within a 150-mile radius from 
a point on the KansasMissouri state 
line at highway 1-35; or (b) within a 25 
mile radius of the mrun U.S. Post Office 
at the mruling address of a current MCIB 
member. 
• Applicant must be pursuing a 
Bachelor of Science or mgher degree that 
includes concrete and concrete design 
courses as an integral part of their degree 
program at an accredited college or 
university. 
• Applicant must be enrolled in or have 
completed concrete or concrete design 
courses. 
* Applicant must not be a son, 
daughter, grandson, granddaughter, 
niece, or nephew or an Advisory 
Committee member. 
• Part-time student applicants will be 
limited to junior class status or above. 
The scholarship award to part-time 
students will be commensurate with the 
costs. 
• The application must be typewritten. 
Responses to questions on the 
application must be answered 'on the 
form, with the exception of the essay 
questions, which may be typed on a 
separate sheet and attached to the 
application. The application must be 
accompanied by a college transcript. 
• (a) A s tatement appraisal of the 
applicant in terms of potential for 
growth, character, leadership capacity, 
and career interest [Tom three evaluators 
is required: at least on should be from a 
faculty member. The statements of 
appraisal must be returned directly to 
MCIB by each evaluator. 
Recommendations sent to MCIB by 
the applicant will nol be accepted. 
(b) Applicants must ensure that 
MCIB has received these appraisals 
before application deadline. 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
Application musl be received by: April 
30,1997. 
Missouri Council of the Blind 
Any legally blind person enrolled in or 
under consideration for admission to 
post secondary trrurung programs, who 
are Missouri residents, and have 
submitted a completed application and 
all required supporting materials, arc 
eligible to be considered for a MCB 
scholarship. The definition of legal 
blindness is as follows: Visual acuity of 
20/200 or less in the Iktter corrected 
eye or a visoal field of20 degrees or less 
in the better corrected eye. To be eligible 
you must be legally blind in BOTH 
eyes. Applications available in the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I 
Parker Hall. Applications must be 
received by: May 1, 1997. 
NAWIC The Greater Kansas City, 
MO ScholarShip Foundation 
NAWIC seeks scholarship candidates 
w.ith a similar commitment to their 
career in construction, If you are 
currently enrolled, full-time student 
with a minimum of one year remaining 
in a course of study leading to a degree 
or an Associate Degree in construction-
related degree program and a career in 
construction. Applications avrulable in 
the Student Financial Ajd Office, G-I 
Parker Hall. Applic.ation must be 
postmarked no later than: MARCH 31, 
1997. 
The John Gyles Education Fund 
The John Gyles Education Fund is a 
private, benevolent endeavor 
established seven years ago with the 
help of a Canadian! American benefactor. 
Each year financial assistance is 
avrulable to students in both Canada and 
the United States. Full Canadian or 
American citizenship is a requirement. 
Awards are available to both male and 
female students for all areas of post-
secondary study. A minimum GPA of 
2 .7 is required. Criteria other than 
strictly academic ability and financial 
need are considered in the selection 
process. Selected students will receive 
up to $3,000.00. Filing dates for mailing 
applications in 1997 are April 1st, June 
15th, and Noyember 15th. To receive 
. an application please send only a 
stamped'**(US 32 ), self-addressed, 
standard letter size .(No. 1O) envelope 
to the following address: 
Th e John Gyles Education Fund 
Attention: R. JamesCougle 
P. O . Box 4808, 712 Riverside Drive 
Fredericton, New Brunswick 
Canada E3B 5G4 
·""We use international mail services. 
therefore U.S. postage is acceptable. 
The Greater Kansas City Hispanic 
Scholarship Fund 1997 . 
The purpose of the Hispanic 
Scholarship Fund is to provide 
approximately $60,000 in scholarships 
each year to both entering or contin~ing 
college students of Hispanic descent. 
The Fund was developed by local 
Kansas City Hispanic agencies which 
have ~ecured cash gifts and "in-kind" 
matching grants from the private sector, 
area colleges and universities, and 
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Hispani c intere.sts to insure its 
perpetuation. Applications avrulable 
in the Student Financial Ajd Office, G-
I Parker Hall. Application must be 
received by: Marcb 7, 1997. 
Rolla Lions Club Vance Scholarsbip 
Fund 
Students must be a graduate from 
Newburg, Si. James, or Rolla. High 
schools. Applications avrulable in the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G- ! 
Parker Hall. Application deadline must 
be retumed no later then: April 7, 1997. 
NAWIC National Association of 
Women in Construction St. Louis 
Chapter 38 
The St. Louis Missouri Chapter or the 
National Association of Women in 
Construction is accepting applications 
for our ANNUAL Scholarship awards. 
Students must be enrolled in a 
curriculum leailing to a career in a 
construction-related field Applicants 
are selected based upon financial need, 
grade point average and commitment to 
their field of study. NAWIC members 
and their families are not eligible. Equal 
consideration will be given to all 
applicants. ApplicantS avrulabie in the 
Student Financial Aid Office, G-I 
Parker Hall. A'pplication must be 
submitted by: March 31,1997. 
American Electroplaters aod Sur-
face Finishers Society 
Each year the American Electroplaters 
and Surface Finishers Society offers 
scholarsmps to upper class undergradu-
ate and graduate students who are in-
terested in the surface finishing field. 
Criteria: 
• Undergraduate students must be 
studying in metallurgy, metallurgical en-
gineering, materials science or engineer-
ing, chemistry, chemical engineering, or 
environmental engineering. 
• Selection factors include acmevement, 
scholarship potential, motivation and 
interest in the fmishing technologies. 
• Must be a full-time student during 
the academic year the scholarship is re-
ceived. 
• Financial need is not a facto r. 
Applications available in the Student 
Financial Ajd Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
Application and all requested docu-
ments must be postmarked by April 
15,1997. 
Hubert H. Humphrey Doctoral Fel-
lowship Program 1996-97 United 
States Arms Control and Disarma-
ment Agency 
Since 1979, this federal grant program 
has provided financial assistance to 
over 80 doctoral and law students who 
are completing research in the fields of 
nuclear and conventional arms control, 
nonproliferation and disarmament. The 
total Hubert H. Humphrey grant is 
$14,000, which includes $6,000 for tu-
ition and $8,000 for the stipend. Ap-
plications available in the Student Fi-
nancial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. 
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